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ABSTRACT                                                                         
 
 The effect of coupled thermo-poroelastic behavior on hydraulic fracture 
propagation is of much interest in geothermal- and petroleum-related geomechanics 
problems such as wellbore stability and hydraulic fracturing as pore pressure and 
temperature variations can significantly induce rock deformation, fracture initiation, and 
propagation. In this dissertation, a two-dimensional (2D) boundary element method 
(BEM) was developed to simulate the fully coupled thermo-poroelastic fracture 
propagation process. The influence of pore pressure and temperature changes on the 
fracture propagation length and path, as well as on stress and pore pressure distribution 
near wellbores and fractures, was considered in isotropic and homogeneous rock 
formations.  
The BEM used in this work consists of the displacement discontinuity (DD) 
method and the fictitious stress (FS) method. Also, a combined FS-DD numerical model 
was implemented for the hydraulically or thermally-induced fractures in the vicinity of a 
wellbore.  
The linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory was adopted to numerically 
model within the framework of poroelasticity and thermo-poroelasticity theory. For high 
accuracy of crack tip modeling, a special displacement discontinuity tip element was 
developed and extended to capture the pore pressure and temperature influence at the tip.  
For poroelastic fracture propagation, a steadily propagating crack driven by fluid 
pressure was modeled to find the effect of pore pressure on crack path under the two 
 iii 
 
 
limiting poroelastic conditions (undrained and drained). The results indicate that the pore 
pressure diffusion has no influence on the crack growth under the undrained condition 
because the crack propagation velocity is too fast for the diffusion effect to take place. 
On the other hand, its influence on the crack path under the drained condition with its 
low propagation velocity has significance because it induces a change in principal stress 
direction, resulting in an alteration of fracture orientation. 
For the thermal fracturing, when the rock around a wellbore and a main fracture 
is cooled by injecting cold water in a hot reservoir, the rapid decrease in temperature 
gives rise to thermal stress, which causes a crack to initiate and propagate into the rock 
matrix. The single and multiple fracture propagation caused by transient cooling in both 
thermoelastic and poro-thermoelastic rock were numerically modeled. The results of this 
study indicate that the thermal stresses induced by cooling may exceed the in-situ stress 
in the reservoir, creating secondary fractures perpendicular to main fracture. 
Furthermore, the faster cooling rate produces longer crack extension of the secondary 
thermal fractures. This implies that the faster cooling induces a higher tensile stress zone 
around the fracture, which tends to produce larger driving forces to make the secondary 
fractures penetrate deeper into the geothermal reservoir.    
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
a                                 fracture half-length 
0a                                major semi-axis of the elliptical cooled region 
0b                                minor semi-axis of the elliptical cooled region 
B
 Skempton pore pressure coefficient 
fc  fluid diffusivity 
Tc  thermal diffusivity 
pc  specific heat capacity 
rc  rock heat capacity 
wc  water heat capacity 
d  average crack spacing 
D
 main fracture length 
nD  normal displacement discontinuity 
sD  shear displacement discontinuity 
E
 Young’s modulus of the rock 
ijf  dimensionless function 
G  shear modulus of the rock 
h  time step index 
sh  initial length of secondary fracture 
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k  intrinsic permeability 
K
 bulk modulus of the rock 
0K  modified Bessel function of second kind of zero order 
1K  modified Bessel function of second kind of first order 
fK  fluid bulk modulus 
IK  mode I stress intensity factor 
IcK  fracture toughness of the rock 
IIK  mode II stress intensity factor 
IIIK  mode III stress intensity factor 
sK  solid bulk modulus 
uK  undrained bulk modulus 
M  Biot modulus 
p  pore pressure 
P
 applied stress 
0P  initial pore pressure 
q  fluid flux 
Tq
 heat flux 
r  radial distance from the crack tip 
s  Laplace operator 
t  time 
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T  temperature 
0T  initial reservoir temperature 
wT  injection water temperature 
u  displacement 
v  crack propagation velocity 
α  Biot coefficient 
β  angle with the direction of applied stress 
fβ  volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of fluid 
mβ  hydro-thermal expansion coefficient 
sβ  volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of solid 
ijδ  Kronecker delta function 
T∆  temperature difference 
ijε  total strain tensor 
kkε  volumetric strain 
ζ  variation of fluid content  
η  poroelastic coefficient  
θ  angle with respect to the plane of a crack 
cθ  crack growth angle 
κ  permeability 
Tκ  thermal conductivity 
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µ  dynamic fluid viscosity 
ν  Poisson’s ratio 
uν  undrained Poisson’s ratio 
mρ  total mass density 
rρ  rock density 
wρ  water density 
φ  porosity 
1σ  Maximum principal stress 
hσ  Minimum in-situ stress 
Hσ  Maximum in-situ stress 
ijσ  total stress tensor 
kkσ  volumetric stress 
nσ  normal stress 
rrσ  radial stress in polar coordinate 
rθσ  shear stress in polar coordinate 
sσ  shear stress 
thσ  thermally induced stress 
θθσ  tangential stress in polar coordinate 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The fracture propagation modeling in response to thermo-poroelastic stresses is 
of much interest in geothermal reservoir stimulation. Generally, this process involves 
coupled rock deformation, fluid diffusion, heat diffusion, and thermo-poroelastic effects 
in the fluid-saturated porous rock. As we know, the subsurface rocks are filled with 
cracks and pore spaces saturated with one or more fluids such as oil, water, and gas, 
which can influence the mechanical behavior of rock. For example, if a rock is under 
compression, it leads to an increase in pore fluid pressure, and this pore pressure also 
gives rise to the volumetric deformation of the rock. The mechanical deformation of a 
rock is therefore coupled to the pore pressure.  
 Nevertheless, most analyses of fracture propagation problems in the petroleum 
industry have ignored the fluid-solid coupling effect. Numerical models in hydraulic 
fracturing have been developed under the assumption that the rock mass is an elastic 
medium and the pore pressure effect is negligible. Although such assumption may be 
acceptable in certain circumstances, in general, the coupling between rock deformation 
and pore pressure must be accounted for (Boone and Ingraffea 1990; Boone et al. 1991; 
Detournay and Cheng 1988; Detournay et al. 1989), and this coupling effect cannot be 
ignored (Zimmerman 2000). 
Rock deformation and pore pressure can be also influenced by thermal effects. In  
several aspects of petroleum-related rock mechanics, temperature effects play an 
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important role (Finnie et al. 1979; McTigue 1986; Perkins and Gonzalez 1985; Stephens 
and Voight 1982; Wang et al. 1996). For example, when the reservoir rock is under 
cooling, the temperature difference between injecting water and the reservoir leads to 
both the shrinkage of the rock and decrease in pore pressure. In conventional reservoir 
condition (i.e., the drilling mud is cooler than the formation temperature), this thermal 
effect would contribute not only to inducing additional tensile stresses but also to 
lowering formation pore pressure around the borehole and fracture.  
Basically the thermoelasticity is mathematically analogous to the poroelasticity 
in that the temperature plays a role similar to that of the pore pressure (Norris 1992; Rice 
and Cleary 1976). One difference between the two theories is thermo-mechanical 
coupling is unidirectional, in the sense that the temperature field has an effect on the 
rock deformation, but the stresses and strains have little effect on the temperature (Jaeger 
et al. 2007).  As a consequence, the temperature field is decoupled from pore pressure 
and the stress field; thus, the heat flux and temperature can be calculated independently.  
A schematic illustration of the relationship between thermoelasticity and poroelasticity is 
shown in Figure 1.1.   
Thermal fracturing is normally observed during injection period when the 
temperature difference between the cold injecting water and the hot reservoir is large. As 
the rock is cooled by cold water injection in a hot reservoir, the rapid decrease in 
temperature induces thermal stress which causes cracks to initiate and propagate into the 
rock matrix. And these induced thermal stresses can exceed the in-situ stresses, resulting 
in the creation of secondary fractures perpendicular to the main fracture because the 
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orientation of the principal stresses is reversed. This process is generally referred to as 
thermal fracturing.  
Finally, as combining the poroelastic and thermoelastic effect, the influence of 
pore pressure and temperature changes on the fracture propagation length and path, as 
well as on stress and pore pressure distribution near wellbores and fractures, is 
considered in isotropic and homogeneous rock formations within the framework of 
poroelasticity and thermo-poroelasticity theory. 
 
 
Elasticity
Pore pressure Temperature
Poroelasticity Thermoelasticity
Thermo-poroelasticity
COUPLED DECOUPLED
DECOUPLED
 
Figure 1.1 A schematic illustration of the relationship among elasticity, 
poroelasticity and thermoelasticity 
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1.1 Objectives 
The objective in this work was to develop a two-dimensional (2D) boundary 
element method (BEM) to simulate fracture propagation stimulation under fully coupled 
thermo-poroelasticity theory. The displacement discontinuity method (DDM) and the 
fictitious stress method (FSM) were used to deal with fracture propagation modeling. 
The influence of pore pressure and temperature on the fracture propagation length and 
path as well as the stress and pore pressure distribution near hydraulically/thermally 
induced fractures in the vicinity of wellbore were considered in isotropic and 
homogeneous rock formations with a plane-strain assumption.  
The specific objectives of the research were:  
• To investigate a general poroelastic response of a crack in rock under Mode I 
(normal stress) and Mode II (pore pressure) loading 
• To investigate a general thermo-poroelastic response of a crack in rock under Mode 
III (heat source) loading 
• To observe transient poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic crack opening variations  
• To observe transient poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic stress intensity factor (SIF) 
variations  
• To investigate the fracture extension path under mixed-mode loading and analyze the 
influence of internal pressure and in-situ stress anisotropy in an elastic rock 
• To simulate the coupled poroelastic fracture propagation model under two-limiting 
poroelastic behaviors (undrained and drained)  
• To observe the thermal stress and temperature variation around a single fracture due 
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to transient cooling in hot reservoir 
• To observe the orientation of the growing secondary fractures following cold water 
injection into a hot reservoir 
• To observe the thermo-hydraulically induced fracture growth in the vicinity of a 
wellbore between the Westerly granite rock and the Haynesville shale formation 
 
These goals have been achieved by working within the framework of the 
poroelasticity and thermo-poroelasticity theory.  
 
 
1.2 Literature review 
In recent years, the creation of hydraulically induced fractures in reservoir rock 
formation by injecting fluids has become a major procedure in the petroleum industry to 
boost the productivity of hydrocarbons from oil and gas wells that have low 
permeability. Generally, this hydraulic fracturing involves reversible coupled rock 
deformation and fluid diffusion effects in the fluid-saturated rock.  
Poroelasticity theory accounts for deformation of a fluid-saturated porous rock. 
This theory, extended from the classical elasticity theory, takes into account the fluid 
phase, which indicates that two additional parameters are required to describe the 
isothermal state of the fluid (Guéguen and Boutéca 2004). They are pore pressure and 
fluid mass.  
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The coupled isothermal theory of poroelasticity was first presented by Biot 
(1941) and reformulated by several researchers (Geertsma 1966; Rice and Cleary 1976). 
Limited work has investigated fractures in poroelastic material. Ruina (1978) has 
given an analytical solution for a semi-infinite crack propagating in poroelastic media, 
under various pore pressure boundary conditions on the crack faces, and his solution is 
practicable for a hydraulic fracture propagating at a constant rate with impermeable 
crack surfaces. Huang and Russell (1985) extended Ruina’s results to steadily 
propagating cracks where the fracture walls are permeable.  
According to Selvadurai and Mahyari (1998), in poroelastic material with the 
nature of dissipative phenomena, a steadily propagating crack can be modeled at limiting 
times when the fracture propagation has occurred over a long period of time. Also, to 
preserve the condition of a steadily propagating crack, the tractions along the boundary 
should be time invariant in a reference coordinate system moving with the crack tip in an 
infinite poroelastic medium. Atkinson and Craster (1991) examined pore pressure and 
stress distribution near the crack tip for a steadily propagating semi-infinite crack and 
investigated their relevance to the retardation of fracture.  
Meanwhile, thermally induced stresses are developed when there are temperature 
differences between rock formation and injecting fluids. The constitutive equations for 
thermo-poroelasticity theory was first presented by Palciauskas and Domenico (1982). 
They extended the classic Biot (1941) theory by appropriately modifying for non-
isothermal conditions with some representative parameters describing the thermal 
expansion of the fluid, solid, and pore volume. Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) showed an 
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analytical derivation of temperature and thermal stress field by heat conduction. 
McTigue (1986) showed several results of thermoelastic response of fluid-saturated 
porous rock. Perkins and Gonzalez (1985) showed that thermal stresses induced by 
cooling may exceed the in-situ stresses in the reservoir, resulting in the creation of 
secondary fractures perpendicular to main fracture. They showed that a thermally 
induced fracture can lead to an elliptical stress and temperature distribution around the 
cooled zone and proposed analytical expressions for the stress change in cooled regions 
as a function of dimension of the ellipticity.  
The numerical approaches to the boundary element method in thermo-poroelastic 
geomechanical problems have been extended from the classical linear elastic theory. 
Numerical examples of pressurized cracks in elasticity have been applied successfully to 
many geological engineering problems with elastic DDM and FSM (Crouch and 
Starfield 1983). Direct and indirect boundary element methods, especially for poroelastic 
and thermo-poroelastic problems, have been discussed by many researchers (Ghassemi 
et al. 2001; Ghassemi et al. 2008; Ghassemi et al. 2007; Ghassemi and Zhang 2004, 
2006; Ghassemi and Zhou 2011; Tao and Ghassemi 2007; Tao et al. 2011; Zhou and 
Ghassemi 2011). Boundary integral equations have also been considered. Especially for 
the fictitious stress and displacement discontinuity method, Carvalho (1990) developed 
poroelastic singular point source solutions in 2D and 3D problems. Zhang (2004) 
extended rock mechanics applications using a combined fictitious stress and 
displacement discontinuity method based on thermo-poroelasticity theory.  
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1.3 Summary of dissertation 
This dissertation consists of eight sections. Section 1 describes the fracture 
propagation modeling in response to thermo-poroelastic effects. The pore pressure and 
temperature influence on the fracture propagation is reviewed with previous literature.   
Section 2 explains the theory of poroelasticity and thermo-poroelasticity. 
Poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic constitutive equations are discussed, and related field 
equations are derived with the balance and transport laws.  
Section 3 presents the general description of the boundary element method. The 
analytical and numerical methods based on the elastic DDM and FSM are described in 
detail, and they are extended to poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic problems. It also 
presents the numerical verifications and examples for the stationary crack to show the 
poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic response of the crack in rock. 
Section 4 reviews essential key elements of the LEFM theory to model thermo-
poroelastic fracture propagation. It introduces a stress intensity factor, fracture modes, 
and a crack-tip stress field in elastic rock. A numerical stress intensity factor is computed 
and verified with analytical solutions. In addition, numerical examples of fracture 
propagation in elastic rock are presented to illustrate the effect of the internal fluid 
pressure and in-situ stress anisotropy.  
Section 5 illustrates fracture propagation in poroelastic rock and reviews Ruina’s 
analytical approach. Fracture tip stress analysis is performed to investigate the stress and 
the pore pressure field near the crack tip between the undrained and drained conditions. 
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It also presents the numerical examples of fracture propagation under the two limiting 
regimes to show the influence of pore pressure on fracture extension path. 
Section 6 demonstrates the impact of cooling on the fracture propagation and 
shows analytical solutions to the thermal stress and temperature variations due to 
cooling. The numerical examples of uniformly cooled cracks are simulated to capture the 
thermally induced stresses and temperature variations near the cooled crack. In addition, 
this section describes the secondary thermal fracture growth caused by temperature 
differences near the cooled crack.  
Section 7 demonstrates the rock mechanics applications. The real-scale field 
examples are shown. The shale fracturing in the Haynesville formation is simulated and 
compared with the example in Westerly granite rock to observe the distinct aspect of the 
shale fracturing under thermo-poroelastic effects. The case of the secondary thermal 
fracture growth is also simulated and compared with the case in granite rock.  
Last, Section 8 presents conclusions of this dissertation and recommendations for 
the future work. 
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2. THE LINEAR COUPLED DEFORMATION AND DIFFUSION PHENOMENA 
BASED ON THE THEORY OF THERMO-POROELASTICITY  
 
2.1 Introduction 
 Most underground rocks in geological formations, by their nature, are filled with 
pore spaces where one or more fluids are saturated. The presence of this pore fluid in a 
porous rock can modify the rock’s mechanical response. For example, an increase of 
pore pressure induces a volumetric deformation of a rock, or, conversely compression of 
a rock causes an increase of pore pressure. The mechanical deformation of a rock 
therefore is interrelated with the pore fluid, and this hydrological and mechanical 
behavior of porous rocks is fully coupled.  
Meanwhile, the external loading applied on the rock can allow the induced pore 
pressure to diffuse through the pore network, so subsequent rock deformation 
progressively evolves. We can call it a coupled diffusion-deformation mechanism with 
time-dependent characteristics. When the loading is applied for very short time, the pore 
pressure in the rock’s pore spaces increases because the pore fluid carries some part of 
the applied stress, and the rock behavior is stiffer under undrained conditions. However, 
when the loading is applied for a long period of time, increased pore pressure 
corresponding to compression of pore spaces has time to dissipate. Consequently, the 
rock behavior is the same as the elastic one.  
The fundamental linear theory of poroelasticity was first suggested by Biot 
(1941). After that, this theory was reformulated by Biot himself (Biot 1955, 1956a, 
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1956b) and other researchers (Geertsma 1966; Rice and Cleary 1976).  Rice and Cleary 
(1976) extended Biot’s theory through different formulations of the coupled 
deformation-diffusion field equations. They also emphasized the two limiting behaviors, 
which are drained (no flow) and undrained (constant pore pressure) poroelastic behavior. 
Meanwhile, a consideration of the heat transfer is also very important in many 
geomechanics fields, such as geothermal systems and unconventional resources, because 
it not only changes the total stress but also alters the pore fluid pressure, causing 
additional variations in the total and effective stress states. The constitutive equations for 
thermo-poroelasticity theory were first presented by Palciauskas and Domenico (1982). 
They extended the classic Biot’s theory by appropriately modifying for non-isothermal 
conditions with some represented parameters describing the thermal expansion of the 
fluid, solid, and pore volume. McTigue (1986) considered particular solutions for 
coupled heat transfer, fluid pressure changes, and rock deformation in porothermoelastic 
media. 
In this section, we briefly review the theory of poroelasticity and thermo-
poroelasticity with the coupled diffusion-deformation phenomena.  
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2.2 Linear theory of poroelasticity 
2.2.1 Poroelastic constitutive equations 
The basic concept of Biot’s poroelastic theory for a fluid-filled porous material is 
that the applied stress ( ijσ ) and strain ( ijε ) field has linear constitutive relationships 
(Detournay and Cheng 1993; Wang 2000). This relation can be obtained by extending 
the generalized Hooke’s law in elasticity theory.  
The general form for poroelastic response in an isotropic material can be 
described as:  
1
2 1 3ij ij kk ij ij
p
G K
ν α
ε σ σ δ δ
ν
 
= − + + 
 ..................................................................... (2.1) 
where ijε is solid strain tensor, ijσ is total stress tensor, kkσ is volumetric stress, and p  is 
pore pressure. The constants G and K are shear and bulk modulus of elasticity, 
respectively, and the coefficient α is called the Biot coefficient. 
The variation of fluid content (ζ ) can be described as:  
3
kk p
K BK
σα αζ = +
 ................................................................................................ (2.2) 
where B is the Skempton pore pressure coefficient, which is defined as the ratio of the 
induced pore pressure to the change of applied stress for the undrained condition; that is, 
no fluid is allowed to be transported in or out of the control volume: 
0
pB
ζ
δ
δσ
=
≡ −  .......................................................................................................... (2.3) 
Rearranging Eq. 2.1 in terms of ijσ and Eq. 2.2 in terms of p ,  
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2 ( )
1 2ij ij kk ij ij
G pνσ ε ε δ αδ
ν
= + −
−
 .......................................................................... (2.4) 
( )kkp M ζ αε= −  .................................................................................................... (2.5) 
where kkε is volumetric strain, ijδ is the Kronecker delta function, and M is the Biot 
modulus defined by: 
2
2 ( )
(1 2 )(1 2 )
u u
u
G BKM ν ν
α ν ν α
−
= =
− −
 ............................................................................. (2.6) 
where uν is the undrained Poisson’s ratio and uK is the undrained bulk modulus. 
 
 
2.2.2 Field equations 
The field equations consist of the balance laws for solids and fluids, and the 
transport laws for fluid. With these basic laws, we can also derive the Navier equation 
for the displacement iu and diffusion equations for p and ζ . 
The balance law for solid (force equilibrium equation) is: 
0
0
0
xyxx xz
yx yy yz
zyzx zz
x y z
x y z
x y z
σσ σ
σ σ σ
σσ σ
∂∂ ∂
+ + =
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂
+ + =
∂ ∂ ∂
∂∂ ∂
+ + =
∂ ∂ ∂
  ........................................................................................ (2.7) 
The balance law for fluid (continuity equation) is: 
0q
t
ζ∂
+∇⋅ =
∂  ........................................................................................................ (2.8) 
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The transport law for fluid (Darcy’s law) is: 
,i i
kq p
µ
= −
 ............................................................................................................ (2.9) 
where k is intrinsic permeability and µ is fluid viscosity. 
The Navier equation for the displacement iu : 
2
2
1 2
k
i
i k i
uG pG u
x x x
α
ν
∂ ∂∇ + =
− ∂ ∂ ∂
  ............................................................................... (2.10) 
The diffusion equation for the pore pressure p  is: 
2 kkp k M p M
t t
ε
α
µ
∂∂
− ∇ = −
∂ ∂
 ................................................................................... (2.11) 
The diffusion equation for the variation of fluid contentζ  is: 
2 0fct
ζ ζ∂ − ∇ =
∂  ..................................................................................................... (2.12) 
where fc is hydraulic diffusivity coefficient defined by: 
2 2
2 (1 )( )
(1 2 ) (1 )
u
f
u
kG
c
ν ν ν
α µ ν ν
− −
=
− −
 ....................................................................................... (2.13) 
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2.3 Linear theory of thermo-poroelasticity 
2.3.1 Thermo-poroelastic constitutive equations 
The constitutive equations for thermo-poroelasticity represent the effect of 
temperature change, which should be included in the constitutive equations for 
poroelasticity. 
The general form for thermo-poroelastic response in isotropic material can be 
described as:  
2 ( )
1 2ij ij kk ij ij s ij
G p K Tνσ ε ε δ αδ β δ
ν
= + − + ∆
−
........................................................ (2.14) 
( )
3
kk
f sp TK BK
σα αζ φ β β= + − − ∆
 ........................................................................ (2.15) 
where φ  is porosity, fβ  and sβ  are the volumetric thermal expansion coefficients of 
fluid and solid respectively, and T∆ is temperature difference. 
Eq. 2.15 can be rearranged in terms of pore pressure p : 
( )kk mp M Tζ αε β= − + ∆  ....................................................................................... (2.16) 
where mβ  is the hydro-thermal expansion coefficient defined by: 
( )
m s f sβ αβ φ β β= + −  ...................................................................................... (2.17) 
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2.3.2 Field equations 
The transport law for heat (Fourier’s law) is: 
,
T T
i iq Tκ= −  ........................................................................................................... (2.18) 
where Tκ is thermal conductivity 
The Navier equation for the displacement iu  is:                                      
2 3
3i si i i
G K p TG u K
x x x
ε
α β+ ∂ ∂ ∂∇ + = +
∂ ∂ ∂
 ................................................................... (2.19) 
The diffusion equation for the pore pressure p  is: 
2 kk
m
p k TM p M M
t t t
ε
α β
µ
∂∂ ∂
− ∇ = − +
∂ ∂ ∂
 .................................................................. (2.20) 
The diffusion equation for the temperatureT  is: 
2T Tc T
t
∂∇ =
∂  ........................................................................................................ (2.21) 
where Tc is the thermal diffusivity coefficient defined by: 
T
T
m p
c
c
κ
ρ
=  ............................................................................................................. (2.22) 
where mρ  is total mass density and pc is specific heat capacity. 
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3. BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD  
 
3.1 Introduction 
 The boundary element method (BEM) has become one of the useful numerical 
techniques to solve many types of differential equations and has been regarded as a 
strong alternative to finite element methods, particularly in cases where a high accuracy 
is required such as fracture mechanics problems in infinite extent (Brebbia and 
Dominquez 1992).  
For example, in rock mechanics, a rock mass may be so large that we assume it is 
of infinite extent. In this case, the finite element method (FEM) is not a good way to 
solve the problem because a huge number of elements would have to be used to cover 
the response of the domain. However, the boundary elements only require the discretized 
surface of an excavation, which greatly reduces the amount of input data required to 
define the problem. The boundary element method also has been extensively used for 
coupled fluid-solid problems based on the poroelasticity and thermo-poroelasticity 
theory (Ghassemi et al. 2007; Ghassemi and Zhang 2004; Tao et al. 2011; Zhou and 
Ghassemi 2011).  For this method to work, a fundamental solution (one that satisfies the 
differential equation in the problem) is required. Basically, this fundamental solution is a 
unit singular point solution of the differential equation distributed at specific density 
over the boundary of interest (Banerjee and Butterfield 1981). This point source would 
represent the point force, fluid source, heat source, or displacement discontinuity source 
in poro-thermo-mechanical problems. These solutions are usually called singular 
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solutions because they are well behaved everywhere in the region except at the point of 
source, where they exhibit a mathematical singularity (Crouch and Starfield 1983).  
Figure 3.1 shows a number of discretized boundary elements on boundary Γ in 
the region Ω . Finite element analysis requires that the whole region Ω  be divided into a 
network of elements; boundary element analysis requires only that the boundary Γ is 
divided into a finite number of elements. Once this boundary approximation is made, 
then the appropriate types of singular sources are distributed on these boundary elements 
along the boundary Γ , depending on the type of problems we are interested in. After that, 
the particular solution can be obtained by superposition of the all influences of the 
singular sources from each element in such a way that the prescribed boundary 
conditions are fully satisfied. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Boundary element idealization (Crouch and Starfield 1983) 
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Meanwhile, boundary elements can be divided naturally into two different but 
closely related categories (Banerjee and Butterfield 1981). These are the direct and 
indirect formulation of BEM.  In the direct method, the unknown functions in the 
integral equations from Green’s theorem are the actual physical variables, which can be 
derived from the boundary values by numerical integration. 
In the indirect method, the integral equations are expressed entirely in terms of a 
unit singular solution of the original differential equations distributed at a specific 
density over the boundaries of interest. The density functions could be point force, fluid 
source, heat source, or displacement discontinuity source, and even though they have no 
physical importance, once they are obtained from the numerical solution, the value of the 
solution parameters (such as stress, displacements, pore pressure, temperature) anywhere 
within the body can be calculated from them by simple algebraic equations.  
As a matter of fact, the indirect method has two sub-categories, namely the 
displacement discontinuity method (DDM) and the fictitious stress method (FSM). Each 
model is suited to solve different types of problems. For instance, the displacement 
discontinuity method is good for open-boundary problems such as fracture and joints, 
whereas the fictitious stress method performs well in closed-boundary value problems 
such as boreholes (Carvalho 1990).  
In this section, we first present the basic description of the elastic DDM and FSM 
in detail. Then we extend this into the fully coupled poroelastic or thermo-poroelastic 
applications related to the problems in rock mechanics and geological engineering. 
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Finally, we demonstrate numerical examples to show how those applications are 
implemented and verified with analytical solutions.   
 
3.2 Displacement discontinuity method 
The displacement discontinuity method (DDM) is one of the indirect boundary 
element methods to solve solid mechanics problems containing discontinuities such as 
cracks and joints. Crouch and Starfield (1983) first introduced the DDM in elastic media 
to cope with rock mechanics and geological problems.  
Basically, the DDM is based on an analytical solution of the problem of a 
constant discontinuity in displacement over a finite line segment in the ,x y  plane of an 
infinite elastic solid depicted as in Figure 3.2. The line segment is chosen to occupy a 
certain portion x a≤ , 0y = . Consider this segment to be a line crack with two surfaces, 
which can be distinguished like this: one surface is on the positive side of y ( 0y += ), 
and the other is on the negative side of y ( 0y −= ). In crossing from one side to the 
other, the displacement keeps constant, specified changes. We can define the 
displacement discontinuity iD  as the difference in displacement between the two sides 
of the segment as follows (Crouch and Starfield 1983): 
 
( ,0 ) ( ,0 )
( ,0 ) ( ,0 )
s x x x
n y y y
D D u x u x
D D u x u x
− +
− +
= = −
= = −
................................................................................ (3.1) 
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Figure 3.2 A thin line fracture in an infinite two-dimensional elastic medium with 
constant displacement discontinuity components Dn and Ds (Crouch and Starfield 
1983)  
 
Crouch (1976) also developed the fundamental stress solution at any arbitrary 
point ( , )x y  in an infinite elastic medium containing a thin-line fracture with constant 
discontinuity values.  
The stresses can be written as        
2 3 2 3
2 2 3
3 2 3
2 2 3
2 3 3
2 3 2
2 2 2
2 2
2 2
xx s n
yy s n
xy s n
f f f fGD y GD y
x y x y y y
f f fGD y GD y
x y y y
f f fGD y GD y
y y x y
σ
σ
σ
   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
   ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
   ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
 .......................................... (3.2) 
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where nD  is normal displacement discontinuity, sD  is shear displacement discontinuity, 
G is shear modulus and function ( , )f x y  is defined as  
 
2 2 2 2
arctan arctan1( , )
4 (1 ) ( ) ln ( ) ( )ln ( )
y yy
x a x af x y
x a x a y x a x a y
pi ν
  
− − −  
− + =  
−  
− − + + + + + 
 ................. (3.3) 
 
For the general numerical procedure for solving any crack problems, first we 
discretize the crack into N number of discrete displacement discontinuity elements 
under the assumption that the total number of elements should sufficiently represent 
numerical approximations to the real geometry of the crack.  
Second, boundary influence coefficients at each discrete element are computed 
using Eq. 3.4. We will explain this in detail.  
Figure 3.3 shows a discrete approximation of a curved crack with N segments 
arbitrarily inclined in the global ( , )x y coordinate system. (Only 5 elements are shown 
for explanation). Each segment has normal and shear displacement discontinuity sources 
that can influence or can be influenced by each other in the local ( , )x y  coordinate 
system. For example, we have the influence of the normal (
j
n
D ) and shear (
j
sD ) 
displacement discontinuity at the j th element that influences the normal and shear 
stresses at the i th influenced element. This influence can be determined with the 
appropriate coordinate transformation in terms of the normal and shear displacement 
discontinuities at the j th element shown in Eq. 3.4.  
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In here, the coefficient
ij
A , for example, is the influence coefficient for normal 
stress due to constant normal displacement discontinuity over the j th element. 
 
1 1
1 1
, 1, 2,3...
N Nij j ij ji
n n s
j j
N Nij j ij ji
s n s
j j
A D B D
i j N
E D F D
σ
σ
= =
= =

= + 

=

= +

∑ ∑
∑ ∑
 ................................................................. (3.4) 
where 
i
nσ , 
i
sσ  are the normal and shear stresses at i th element due to influences from 
the j th element.  
 
 
( , )i ix y
( , )j jx y
y x
x
y
j
n
D
j
s
D
i
nσi
sσ
 
 
Figure 3.3 Influenced and influencing elements for the computation of influence 
coefficients 
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Third, when we specify boundary tractions such as 
i
nσ and 
i
sσ  for each element 
of the crack, Eq. 3.4 is a system of 2 N linear equations containing 2 N  unknowns. The 
matrix format for this case (with only 5 elements are shown for explanation) is shown in 
Eq. 3.5. 
Finally, by solving these linear equations for 
j
nD and
j
sD , we can calculate 
stresses at random points in the body by using the principle of superposition.  
 
11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15
11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15
21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25
21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25
31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35
31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35
41 41 42 42 43 43 4
A B A B A B A B A B
E F E F E F E F E F
A B A B A B A B A B
E F E F E F E F E F
A B A B A B A B A B
E F E F E F E F E F
A B A B A B A
1
1
2
2
3
3
44 44 45 45
441 41 42 42 43 43 44 44 45 45
551 51 52 52 53 53 54 54 55 55
551 51 52 52 53 53 54 54 55 55
n
s
n
s
n
s
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s
n
s
D
D
D
D
D
D
DB A B
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DE F E F E F E F E F
  
  
  
 
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 
 
 
 
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  
  
  
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  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 ......................................... (3.5) 
 
The fundamental solutions of the fully coupled poroelastic displacement 
discontinuity method (DDM) for fluid-saturated porous media account for rock 
deformation, stresses, and pore pressure changes by constant fluid and displacement 
discontinuity source intensities on fracture segments. Carvalho (1990) provided the 
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fundamental solutions for the induced stress and pore pressure changes at any arbitrary 
point ( , )x y  in an infinite poroelastic medium containing a thin line fracture with 
constant fluid flux and displacement discontinuities on the fracture segments.  
The induced pore pressure can be written as 
 
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )dn ds qn s fp x y t p x y t D p x y t D p x y t q= + +  ........................................... (3.6) 
 
where nD  is normal displacement discontinuity, sD  is shear displacement discontinuity, 
and fq  is fluid flux. The coefficients
dnp
 and dsp  are the pore pressures of the 
influenced elements induced by the normal and shear displacement discontinuities of the 
influencing elements, respectively. The coefficient qp  is the pore pressure of the 
influenced elements induced by the fluid flux of the influencing elements.  
The induced stress components can be written as 
 
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
dn ds q
x x xx n xx s xx f
dn ds q
yy yy n yy s yy f
dn ds q
xy xy n xy s xy f
x y t x y t D x y t D x y t q
x y t x y t D x y t D x y t q
x y t x y t D x y t D x y t q
σ σ σ σ
σ σ σ σ
σ σ σ σ
= + +
= + +
= + +
...................................... (3.7) 
 
where the coefficients dnxxσ , 
ds
xxσ  are the stress components of the influenced elements 
along the x direction induced by the normal and shear displacement discontinuities of 
the influencing elements, respectively. The coefficient qxxσ  is the stress component of the 
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influenced elements along the x direction induced by the fluid flux of the influencing 
elements. Other stress components can be also defined with same terminologies as these. 
The boundary integral equations to calculate these poroelastic influence coefficients are 
explicitly presented by Tao (2010). 
Let us assume a normal (
j
nD ), shear (
j
sD ) displacement discontinuity with a 
fluid flux (
j
fq ) at the j th element that influences the normal, shear stresses, and the pore 
pressure at the i th influenced element. Similar to the approach in the elastic DDM, these 
influences in the poroelastic DDM can be determined with appropriate coordinate 
transformation in terms of the fluid flux and the constant normal and shear displacement 
discontinuities at the j th element shown in Eq. 3.8.  
 
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
, 1,2,3...
N N Nij j ij j ij ji
n n s f
j j j
N N Nij j ij j ij ji
s n s f
j j j
N N Nij j ij j ij ji
n s f
j j j
A D B D C q
E D F D G q i j N
p K D L D M q
σ
σ
= = =
= = =
= = =

= + + 


= + + =


= + + 

∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑
 ................................................... (3.8) 
where 
i
nσ , 
i
sσ , 
i
p  are the normal and shear stresses and pore pressure, respectively at 
the i th element due to influences from the j th element.  
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3.3 Fictitious stress method 
As noted, the fictitious stress method (FSM) has the same formulation and 
approach as the displacement discontinuity method except for the singular source type. 
Therefore, we describe it briefly in this section.  
The elastic fictitious stress method is based on the analytical solution regarding 
the problem of a point force at a point in an infinite elastic solid, denoted as Kelvin’s 
problem (Crouch and Starfield 1983). Kelvin’s problem for plane strain conditions is 
illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
 
y
x
aa
dξ
x ξ=
xP
yP
i it P=
( )i iF P dξ ξ=
 
 
Figure 3.4 Point force distribution on the line segment in Kelvin’s problem (Crouch 
and Starfield 1983) 
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Let’s assume constant tractions ( , )i x yP P P=  are acting on the line segment, 
x a≤ , 0y = . The solution for this problem can be obtained by integrating the Kelvin’s 
point force solution with respect to ξ  between the limits a−  and a+ . The results can be 
expressed in terms of a function ( , )f x y , which is defined as  
 
( , ) ( , )a
a
f x y g x y dξ ξ
−
= −∫  ..................................................................................... (3.9) 
where ( , )g x y is defined by: 
2 2 0.51( , ) ln( )
4 (1 )g x y x ypi ν= − +− .......................................................................... (3.10) 
 
Crouch (1976) developed the fundamental stress solution at any arbitrary point 
( , )x y  in an infinite elastic medium with this line segment. 
The stresses can be written as     
2 2
2
2 2
2
2 2
2
(3 2 ) 2
(1 2 ) 2(1 )
2(1 ) (1 2 )
xx x y
yy x y
xy x y
f f f fP y P y
x x y y y
f f f fP y P y
x x y y y
f f f fP y P y
y y x x y
σ ν ν
σ ν ν
σ ν ν
   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + + +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − − − + − −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + + − −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
 .................................... (3.11) 
 
where ( , )f x y  is defined as  
2 2 2 2
arctan arctan1( , )
4 (1 ) ( ) ln ( ) ( )ln ( )
y yy
x a x af x y
x a x a y x a x a y
pi ν
  
− − −  
− + =  
−  
− − + + + + + 
 ................. (3.12) 
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3.4 Discretization in time 
Many important engineering problems do involve transient phenomena, which 
are governed by the linear diffusion equation (Banerjee and Butterfield 1981). Because 
the hydraulic and heat diffusion phenomena in thermo-poroelasticity induce the stress, 
pore pressure, and temperature changes as a function of time, it is necessary to keep 
track of the variation of those poroelastic or thermo-poroelastic variables in time. For the 
extensive numerical temporal solution, a “time-marching” process has been commonly 
used in numerical analysis with boundary elements because it can preserve the influence 
of all previous incremental singular sources (Banerjee and Butterfield 1981). 
In a time-marching process, the solution is evaluated at successive time intervals 
following initially specified conditions. The basis of such processes is to march from 
0t = , step by step using fixed time increments τ∆ to any specified time ξτ ξ τ= ∆ in ξ  
time steps. A basic illustration of incremental applications of the time sequence of 
displacement discontinuity is shown in Figure 3.5. 
The basic procedure for the time discretization is explained in great detail.  First, 
we choose the magnitude of fixed time increments τ∆ from the point of view of our 
problem type and computational efficiency. Second, the singular sources are distributed 
at each element in space and time such that the sum of their influences satisfies the 
prescribed boundary conditions. In this work, we assumed that the discretized boundary 
elements were straight line segments with collocation points located at the center of each 
element. Also the distributed singular sources were located at collocation points and the 
intensity of those variables was constant over each element.  
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Figure 3.5 Time marching scheme for a continuous displacement discontinuity 
source increment applications 
 
 
Finally, a time shift method can be applied to the fundamental solutions and the 
influence coefficients to compute the incremental normal ( nD
ξ
∆ ) and shear ( sD
ξ
∆ ) 
displacement discontinuities, fluid flux ( fq
ξ
∆ ) or heat flux ( fh
ξ
∆ ) over each element at 
time ξτ  if the singular sources do not take place from 0t = sec. For example, the stress 
tensor ( ijσ ) at arbitrary points x  at time t  because the displacement discontinuity 
source took place at point Χ  from time ξτ  is equivalent to the stress at point x  at time 
t ξτ−  because the displacement discontinuity source exists at point Χ  from time 0t = . 
This explanation can be expressed in terms of mathematical operators as follows. 
 
0( , ; , ) ( , ; , )ij ijx t x tξ ξσ τ σ τ τΧ = − Χ  ................................................................... (3.13) 
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Using this time shift method under the time-marching process, we can calculate 
transient solution parameters (such as stress, displacements, pore pressure, temperature) 
anywhere within the body without modifying the fundamental solutions.  
We will describe the time-marching scheme used for thermo-poroelastic 
problems for the stationary crack in detail in section 3.4.1. For the non-stationary crack 
(i.e., fracture propagation), a detailed description of the time-marching scheme is shown 
in Appendix C.  
 
3.4.1 Time marching scheme used for thermo-poroelastic fundamental solution for 
stationary crack (no propagation) 
Suppose constant displacement discontinuities and fluid and heat sources exist on 
the N  number of elements used to discretize our interest boundary. Given that i is the 
influenced element and j is influencing element, the total stress, pore pressure, and 
temperature induced on the i  element at time t  by a constant displacement 
discontinuity, fluid, and heat source that existed on the j element at time ξτ  is given by:  
 
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
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 ........ (3.14) 
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where
j
nD
ξ
∆ ,
j
sD
ξ
∆ ,
j
fq
ξ
∆ , and 
j
fh
ξ
∆ denote the increment of normal displacement 
discontinuity, shear displacement discontinuity, fluid flux, and heat flux of the j th 
fracture segment at time ξτ . ( )
ij
A t ξτ− , ( )
ij
B t ξτ− , ( )
ij
C t ξτ− , ( )
ij
E t ξτ− , ( )
ij
F t ξτ− , 
( )
ij
G t ξτ− , ( )
ij
K t ξτ− , ( )
ij
L t ξτ− , ( )
ij
M t ξτ−  and ( )
ij
T t ξτ−  are the influence coefficients of 
j th fracture segment on the i th fracture element at time step ξ .  
Then the total induced stress, pore pressure, and temperature on the i th fracture 
segment at time t  can be obtained by summing the influences from all the previous time 
steps. 
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∑∑
 ........ (3.15) 
where h is the time step index  (shown in Figure 3.5).  
 
For the next time step, we have to subtract all previous influences from known 
boundary conditions at current time step. For example, for the normal stress, 
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For the shear stress, 
1 1 1 1
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For the pore pressure, 
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 ........... (3.18) 
As shown above, three types of equations in terms of normal stress, shear stress, 
and pore pressure can be established.  
The temperature can be solved independently as shown in Eq. 3.19.  
 
1
1 0 1
( ) ( ) ( )
N Nij j ij jhi
f h f
j h j
T t h T T t h
ξξ
ξτ ξ τ
−
= = =
− ∆ = − − ∆∑ ∑∑  ......................................................... (3.19) 
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Then the increment of normal displacement discontinuity (
j
nD
ξ
∆ ), shear 
displacement discontinuity (
j
sD
ξ
∆ ), fluid flux (
j
fq
ξ
∆ ), and heat flux (
j
fh
ξ
∆ ) at time t  can 
be determined from the previous sets of the algebraic equations shown in Eq. 3.16 to 
3.19.  
Finally the total normal displacement discontinuity (
j
nD ), shear displacement 
discontinuity (
j
sD ), fluid flux (
j
fq ), and heat flux (
j
fh ) on every fracture segment at time 
t  can be obtained by summing all of the time step increments. 
 
0 0 0 0
; ; ;
j jh j jh j jh j jh
fn n s s f f f
h h h h
D D D D q q h h
ξ ξ ξ ξ
= = = =
= ∆ = ∆ = ∆ = ∆∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  ..................................... (3.20) 
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3.5 Numerical verification of the displacement discontinuity method 
3.5.1 The poroelastic response of a crack in rock (Mode I, II) 
Consider a single horizontal, pressurized, stationary crack in an infinite 
poroelastic rock (Figure 3.6). The fracture half-length ( a ) is 1m. The crack surfaces are 
subjected to a suddenly applied constant and continuous fluid pressure p =1MPa at t =0. 
Assume that the infinite domain is initially at zero stress and pore pressure everywhere. 
Fifty equal-length constant poroelastic displacement discontinuity (DD) elements are 
used to discretize the crack boundary. According to Detournay and Cheng (1991), this 
problem can be decomposed into two sub-problems corresponding to two types of the 
loadings: Mode 1 (normal stress loading) and Mode 2 (pore pressure loading).  
 
2a
σH σH
σh
σh
 
Figure 3.6 Horizontal pressurized crack in an infinite poroelastic rock 
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Mode I : (x, ) ( )
(x, ) 0
n t pH t
p t
σ =
=
 ................................................................................. (3.21) 
Mode II: (x, ) 0
(x, ) ( )
n t
p t pH t
σ =
=
 .................................................................................. (3.22) 
where ( )H t is the Heaviside step function. In this simulation, the rock is assumed to be 
Westerly Granite and all material parameters of this rock are used from the dataset listed 
in Rice and Cleary (1976) and shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Poroelastic properties of Westerly granite 
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 37.5 
Poisson’s ratio,ν  0.25 
Undrained Poisson’s ratio, uν  0.33 
Solid bulk Modulus, sK (GPa) 45 
Fluid bulk Modulus, fK (GPa) 2.5 
Skempton’s coefficient, B 0.815 
Fluid diffusivity, fc (m2/s) 6.16×10-5 
Fluid viscosity, fµ (Pa·s) 3.547×10-4 
Rock permeability,κ (m2) 4.0×10-19 
Water density, wρ (kg/m3) 1000 
Biot’s coefficient,α  0.444 
Porosity,φ  0.01 
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Mode I loading is a total stress loading and causes the crack to open. The crack 
opening will cause a compression in the rock around the crack. At very early time (
0t += ), the pore fluid cannot move out, and the rock response shows undrained 
behavior; as a result, the pore pressure around the crack instantly increases. And then the 
induced pore pressure starts to dissipate, decreasing with time until it reaches a drained 
stage with no pore pressure gradient. Figure 3.7 and 3.8 represent stresses and induced 
pore pressure contours around the crack under Mode I loading at very short time. The 
maximum tensile stresses are shown in the vicinity of the crack tip region, while the 
crack opening leads to compressive stresses on the top and bottom regions of the 
fracture. The induced pore pressure fell by 1MPa at the tip region while Skempton’s 
effect increased it in the region of compression.  
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(a) yyσ  
 
(b) xxσ  
Figure 3.7 Stress contours (MPa) under Mode I loading (applied nσ  on the crack 
surface) near single crack (a) yyσ and (b) xxσ  at very short time ( 0t += )  
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(a) xyσ  
 
 
(b) induced pore pressure 
Figure 3.8 Stress and pore pressure contours (MPa) under Mode I loading (applied
nσ  on the crack surface) near single crack (a) xyσ and (b) induced pore pressure at 
very short time ( 0t += ) 
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On the other hand, Figure 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate stresses and induced pore 
pressure contours around cracks under Mode I loading at very long time. As we can see, 
not all stress components change with time; they remain the same as under undrained 
conditions. However, the pore pressure has already dissipated into the rock formation, 
indicating the drainage stage. 
The time-independent total stress distribution can be explained from Sneddon’s 
analytical solution of a Griffith crack model (Sneddon 1946).  
Eq.3.23 is the analytical distribution of total stress components in the vicinity of 
the crack tip in an elastic body for the constant pressurized crack problem.  
 
3 1 5
cos cos
2 4 2 4 2
5 1 5
cos cos
2 4 2 4 2
1 3
sin cos
2 2 2
xx
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xy
ap
r
ap
r
ap
r
θ θ
σ
θ θ
σ
θ
τ θ
 
= +  
 
= −  
 
=   
 .......................................................................... (3.23) 
where p is the internal pressure on the crack surface, a  is the fracture half-length, r  is 
distance from the crack tip and θ  is the angle with respect to the plane of a crack.  
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(a) yyσ  
 
(b) xxσ  
Figure 3.9 Stress contours (MPa) under Mode I loading (applied nσ on the crack 
surface) near single crack (a) yyσ and (b) xxσ  at very long time 
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(a) xyσ  
 
 
(b) induced pore pressure 
Figure 3.10 Stress and pore pressure contours (MPa) under Mode I loading 
(applied nσ  on the crack surface) near single crack (a) xyσ and (b) induced pore 
pressure at very long time  
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The total stress components are only proportional to the applied pressure p and 
fracture half-length a  but they have nothing to do with the initial or induced pore 
pressure that has time-dependent characteristics. Therefore, the total stresses around the 
pressurized crack do not change with time, but the effective stresses can definitely 
change in compliance with variation in the induced pore pressure. 
Mode II loading is likely to reduce the fracture opening as the fluid flows into the 
porous material around the crack, which means that the crack closes with time. It 
increases the pore pressure, which tends to cause an expansion of the porous material 
around the crack.  
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 represent the stresses and induced pore pressure contours 
around cracks under Mode II loading at very long time. As can be seen, the pore 
pressure on the fracture surface is 1MPa as applied from the initial condition. From the 
stress contours, as the fluid is moving into the rock formation, the solid rock is subjected 
to compression, causing the fracture to close (Mode II effect). 
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(a) yyσ  
 
(b) xxσ  
Figure 3.11 Stress contours (MPa) under Mode II loading (applied pon the crack 
surface) near single crack (a) yyσ and (b) xxσ  at very long time 
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(a) xyσ  
 
 
(b) induced pore pressure 
Figure 3.12 Stress and pore pressure contours (MPa) under Mode II loading 
(applied p  on the crack surface) near single crack (a) xyσ and (b) induced pore 
pressure at very long time  
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Mode I loading represents a time-dependent opening of the crack. This transient 
crack opening can be calculated numerically by the 2D displacement discontinuity 
method and verified with the analytical solution of Sneddon (1946) and Detournay and 
Cheng (1991) with undrained ( uν ) and drained (ν ) Poisson ratio. 
In particular, the initial fracture opening is given by 
2
2
2 (1 )( ) 1upa xw x
G a
ν−
= −  .................................................................................... (3.24) 
The final fracture opening is given by 
2
2
2 (1 )( ) 1pa xw x
G a
ν−
= −  ..................................................................................... (3.25) 
where p  is pressure, a  is half crack length and G is shear Modulus.  
 
Figure 3.13 is the time-dependent fracture opening profile under Mode I loading. 
Initially the crack opening increases with time and then finally reaches steady-state at 
very long time. Figure 3.14 shows a negative fracture opening (crack closure) at very 
long time under Mode II loading. This crack closure reaches its maximum values in the 
middle of the crack at very long time when the pore pressure around the crack 
approaches the injected fluid pressure inside the crack.   
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of the pressurized crack openings at short time (0.01sec) 
and long time (108sec) with analytical solution under Mode I loading 
 
 
Figure 3.14 The crack closure at long time (108sec) under Mode II loading 
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3.5.2 The thermo-poroelastic response of a crack in rock (Mode III) 
Now let us consider induced stresses and pore pressure distribution near a 
fracture in response to thermal loading. To investigate the effect of temperature on 
stresses and pore pressure, we assume that initial in-situ stress and pore pressure are zero 
everywhere. Figure 3.15 shows the single crack under thermal loading. The fracture half-
length ( a ) is 1m. The reservoir temperature is 200⁰C and the crack surfaces are suddenly 
cooled by injecting water and maintained at 0⁰C. The crack response can be explained 
by the contraction of the rock formation as it cools, pulling the crack surfaces in opposite 
directions and gradually opening it.  
 
2a
σH σH
σh
σh
T0=200°C
Tw=0°C
 
Figure 3.15 Horizontal crack under thermal loading in an infinite thermo-
poroelastic rock 
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The thermoelastic properties for Westerly granite in this case are used from the 
dataset listed in the McTigue (1986) and shown in Table 3.2. The poroelastic ones are 
the same as the previous examples (see Table 3.1). 
 
Table 3.2 Thermoelastic properties of Westerly granite 
Rock thermal expansion coefficient, sβ [m/(m·°C)] 24×10-6 
Fluid thermal expansion coefficient, fβ [m/(m·°C)] 3.0×10-4 
Rock thermal diffusivity, Tc (m2/s) 5.1×10-6 
Rock density, rρ (kg/m3) 2650 
Water density, wρ (kg/m3) 1000 
Rock heat capacity, rc (J/kg·K) 790 
Water heat capacity, wc (J/kg·K) 4200 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16 shows the induced stresses contours under Mode III loading at 105 
sec. For the overall stress contour, tensile stress highly induced by cooling is acting 
around the fracture, which is much higher than the stresses under Mode I or II loading. 
This phenomenon tells us that the effect of cooling around the fracture on the induced 
stresses over a relatively long time is much more significant than the injection of fluid 
pressure along the fracture (Mode I+II).  Also it indicates that high tensile stress would 
initiate and propagate thermal cracking under thermal loading if it exceeds the tensile 
strength of the rock.  
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(a) yyσ  
 
(b) xxσ  
Figure 3.16 Stress contours (MPa) under Mode III loading near single crack (a) yyσ
and (b) xxσ  at 105 sec 
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The analytical solution for stress components of thermal loading at very long 
time ( t → ∞ ) is given by Zhang (2004): 
6(1 )
s
xx yy
E Tβσ σ
ν
= = − ∆
−
 ....................................................................................... (3.26) 
Eq. 3.26 indicates that the stress components by temperature change are 
equivalent over long periods of time, showing good agreement with numerical results 
shown in Figure 3.16. 
Meanwhile, this thermal effect also induces pore pressure changes around the 
fracture. Figure 3.17 shows transient pore pressure distribution around a crack, 
indicating that the cooling induces significant decreases in pore pressure near crack 
region after 2 hours, but it also restores the pore pressure after the cooling front has 
passed from the near fracture. The pore pressure finally stabilizes after 108 sec.  
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(a) t=7200sec 
 
 
(b) t=105sec 
Figure 3.17 Pore pressure contours (MPa) under Mode III loading (a) t=7200sec (b) 
t=105sec and (c) t=108sec 
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(c) t=108sec 
Figure 3.17 Continued 
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3.5.3 The transient maximum crack aperture 
The transient maximum crack aperture for poroelastic or thermo-poroelastic 
responses can be captured at the center of crack as a function of time. In this case, we 
assumed that initial pore pressure ( 0P ) was 5 MPa and fluid pressure (p) applied on the 
fracture surface was 10 MPa. Figure 3.18 shows the fracture opening at its center 
(maximum) in response to Mode I loading. Initially, the fracture opens with time and 
reaches a stabilized, positive value after a long time. 
 
 
Figure 3.18 The crack opening at its center as a function of time under Mode I 
loading 
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Figure 3.19 The crack closure at its center as a function of time under Mode II 
loading 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 shows the maximum fracture closure at the center of the crack in 
response to Mode II loading. The fracture progressively closes, starting from zero and 
approaching a constant negative value after a long time. Also the fracture closure in 
response to Mode II loading is smaller than the opening induced by Mode I loading. 
These two are caused by that the pore pressure diffusion as rock moves from the 
undrained to drained state.  
Figure 3.20 shows the fracture opening at its center (maximum) in response to 
Mode I+II loading. The poroelastic nature of maximum crack opening in the combined 
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loading has a trend similar to Mode I loading with slightly less fracture aperture due to 
the closure of crack induced by Mode II loading. 
 
 
Figure 3.20 The crack opening at its center as a function of time under Mode I+II 
loading 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21 shows the fracture opening at its center (maximum) in response to 
Mode III loading ( T∆ =-200°C), illustrating how cooling on the crack surfaces and the 
surrounding rock results in opening of the fracture. This is an opposite effect of Mode II 
loading that allows the crack to be closed. Also, cooling in the fracture dramatically 
increases the fracture aperture, depending on the temperature change and the rock 
thermal expansion coefficient.  
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The asymptotic value at very long time is given by Detournay and Cheng (1991): 
 
max
2 (1 )
3
saw Tβ ν+= − ∆ ......................................................................................... (3.27) 
 
Figure 3.21 The crack opening at its center as a function of time under Mode III 
loading         
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3.5.4 The poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic stress intensity factor 
Stress intensity factor (K) is used in linear elastic fracture mechanics to predict 
the stress state (intensity) near the crack tip caused by external loadings (Anderson 
2005). It is usually applied to a homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic material but also is 
effective in poroelastic or thermo-poroelastic problems.  
Atkinson and Craster (1991) showed that an asymptotic elastic stress intensity 
factor accurately predicts transient behavior of itself in poroelastic media. Sih (1962) 
showed that the order of singularity predicted by thermoelastic stress is the same as that 
by mechanical stresses. And John et al. (1992) demonstrated by their experiment that the 
thermoelastic stress intensity factor has same effect as the mechanical stress intensity 
factor with respect to the crack. Hence, it is natural that we can apply the elastic stress 
intensity factor to poroelastic or thermo-poroelastic problem. 
Figure 3.22 shows the stress intensity factor computed at the center of the crack tip 
under Mode I loading. As time goes to infinity, the excess pore pressure around the 
crack is totally drained; consequently, the response of the stress intensity factor 
approaches that of an elastic material and behaves in a softer manner.  
However, at very small time, the pore fluid toward the crack tip lowers the stress 
intensity factor, effectively reducing the energy available to initiate a fracture in the 
vicinity of the crack tip. 
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Figure 3.22 Stress intensity factor as a function of time under Mode I loading 
 
 
The initial (short-term) value of stress intensity factor is given by Detournay and 
Cheng (1991): 
I
(1 )(0 )
1
uK aν pi
ν
+ −
=
−
 ........................................................................................... (3.28) 
 
The final (long-term) value of stress intensity factor is also given by Detournay and 
Cheng (1991): 
I I( ) (elastic)K K api∞ = =  .................................................................................... (3.29) 
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The stress intensity factor under Mode III loading (Figure 3.23) illustrates that 
the cooling in the crack surface and surrounding rock gives rise to significant increase in 
the stress intensity factor near the crack tip for a much longer time than under Mode I 
loading. This implies us that the cooling can cause creation of high, thermally induced 
stresses around the crack, causing the thermal fracturing process.  
The stress intensity factor approaching asymptotic values in the steady-state is 
given by Zhang (2004): 
I ( ) 6(1 )
sEK T aβ pi
ν
∞ = − ∆
−
 .................................................................................... (3.30) 
 
 
Figure 3.23 Stress intensity factor as a function of time under Mode III loading 
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4. FRACTURE PROPAGATION IN ELASTIC ROCK 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Hydraulic fracturing has been widely used for about 60 years in the petroleum 
industry to enhance oil and gas recovery from unconventional reservoirs. The hydraulic 
fracturing usually takes place when the fluid pressure inside the fracture or borehole 
exceeds the minor principal stress plus the tensile strengh of the rock. Artificial or man-
made hydraulic fractures in unconventional resources are normally initiated by 
increasing the fluid pressure around the borehole to the point where the minor principal 
stress becomes tensile. Continued fluid pumping at an elevated pressure enables the 
formation to split, and the hydraulic fracture can propagate in the direction normal to the 
minimum principal stress in the rock formation.  
Meanwhile, advances in the field of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 
have helped geophysicists and geomechacnis engineers to understand rock fractures in 
the earth’s crust (Atkinson 1987). In essence, LEFM concerns the study of stress 
concentrations caused by sharp cracks and the conditions for the propagation of these 
flaws. A criterion based on strong physical backgrounds or experimental evidence is 
used to predict whether a crack or discontinuity will propagate or not in rock.  
In this section, we focus on the fracture propagation of elastic rocks. First, for 
that we will provide a review of fracture mechanics based on the LEFM theory. Second, 
the stress intensity factor is introduced to get the crack extension criterion and is 
evaluated to increase numerical accuracy. Third, we discuss the description of crack 
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propagation criterion to determine under which condition the crack will propagate as 
well as the direction of propagation. Finally, we show several elastic fracture 
propagation examples to predict how they will behave under certain boundary 
conditions.  
 
 
4.2 Linear elastic fracture mechanics 
This section defines basic concepts and terminologies within the linear elastic 
fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory as the fundamental step to incorporate fracture 
propagation modeling procedures. Thus the review discusses basic terms and   
methodologies to describe the behavior of cracks briefly. 
 
4.2.1 Stress analysis of cracks 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the stress components in the vicinity of the crack tip in two-
dimensional problems for a homogeneous, linear elastic medium. 
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Figure 4.1 Coordinate axis ahead of a crack tip for linear elastic crack tip stress 
field (Anderson 2005) 
 
 
According to the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), the stress field at the 
crack tip in elastic body is given for plane strain condition by (Irwin 1957) 
( ) other terms
2ij ij
K f
r
σ θ
pi
= +
 ............................................................................. (4.1) 
where ijf  is a dimensionless function, r  is distance from the crack tip, and θ  is the angle 
with respect to the plane of a crack. As the coordinate r approaches zero, the leading 
term in Eq. 4.1 dominates, but the other terms tend to zero. The parameter K  is the 
stress intensity factor. It therefore follows that the stress field near the crack tip can be 
characterized by the stress intensity factor. 
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4.2.2 Fracture modes 
According to LEFM, we can distinguish several ways that external forces may be 
applied to the rock, enabling the crack to propagate. Irwin (1957) proposed classification 
corresponding to the three different types of loadings represented in Figure 4.2. 
Accordingly, we can consider three distinct modes: Mode I, Mode II, and Mode III. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Three types of fracture modes (Anderson 2005) 
 
 
In Mode I (opening mode), the cracked body is loaded normal to the crack plane 
by tensile forces, such that the crack surfaces are pulled apart normal to the loading 
direction which enables the crack open.  
In Mode II (sliding mode), the cracked body is loaded by shear forces parallel to 
the crack surfaces, which slide over each other in the direction of loading. 
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In Mode III (tearing mode), the cracked body is loaded by shear forces parallel to 
the crack front and the crack surfaces slide over each other out of the plane direction. 
Detailed mathematical expressions for the singular stress fields for Modes I, II, 
and III in two-dimensional problems for the plane strain assumption follow. 
 
For Mode I (Opening) 
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     
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For Mode II (In-plane shear) 
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   
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 ................................................................ (4.3) 
 
For Mode III (Out of plane shear) 
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 ............................................................................................ (4.4) 
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where IK , IIK , IIIK  is stress intensity factor under Mode I, II , and III, respectively. 
 
In mixed mode problems (that is, when more than one type of loading is applied),  
the individual contributions to a given stress component should be taken into account 
based on the principle of linear stress superposition. For example,  if Iijσ , IIijσ  , IIIijσ  are 
respectively the stress components associated to modes I, II, and III, then the total stress 
component totalijσ  is given by  
total I II III
ij ij ij ijσ σ σ σ= + +  ......................................................................................... (4.5) 
 
 
4.3 Stress intensity factor 
4.3.1 Numerical approach 
Stress intensity factor (K) is the main characterization parameter in fracture 
mechanics to predict the stress state (intensity) near the crack tip caused by various types 
of external loading. It is usually applied to a homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic 
material, but it is also useful for providing a crack propagation criterion for brittle 
materials (Atkinson 1987). 
The magnitude of stress intensity factor depends on material geometry, flaw size 
and location of the crack, and the magnitude of loadings on the material (Anderson 
2005), and  it can be determined by both analytical and numerical methods. Numerical 
methods such as boundary element methods have been adopted to compute stress 
intensity factor for a wide range of engineering problems (Aliabadi and Rooke 1991). 
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In particular, in the discontinuity displacement method, the stress intensity factor 
is computed using a one-point formulation by using displacements obtained at the nodes 
inside the elements. The formulations are given by Shou and Crouch (1995): 
I
2 ( )
4(1 ) n
GK D r
r
pi
ν
=
−
 ....................................................................................... (4.6) 
II
2 ( )
4(1 ) s
GK D r
r
pi
ν
=
−
 ........................................................................................ (4.7) 
where nD and sD are the normal and shear components of displacement discontinuity, and
r is the distance from the point where nD and sD are calculated to the crack tip. 
 
 
4.3.2 Numerical verification 
In this section, we present sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the effect of crack 
tip length on the accuracy of computed numerical stress intensity factor by comparing 
analytic solutions. 
Consider the analysis of a slanted straight crack in an elastic medium, shown in 
Figure 4.3. The crack has a length 2a and makes an angle β with the direction of applied 
uniaxial stress at infinity. In this case, the analytical stress intensity factors IK  and IIK  
are given by (Dong and de Pater 2001) 
 
2
I sinK aσ pi β=  .................................................................................................. (4.8) 
II sin cosK aσ pi β β=  ......................................................................................... (4.9) 
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Figure 4.3 Slanted straight crack under uniform tension at infinity 
 
 
In this analysis, 8, 10, and 20 constant displacement discontinuity (DD) elements 
(including 1 elastic tip element) with equal length were used for the discretization of the 
crack surfaces. Input parameters are shown in Table 4.1 and comparisons between 
analytical and numerical results are tabulated from Table 4.2 through 4.4. As shown in 
these tables, the numerical errors of IK  and IIK  slightly increase with the larger number 
of elements but show relatively high accuracy. Also they demonstrate the same values of 
numerical error regardless of slanted angle, which indicates reasonable consistency in 
the numerical computation. With these results, we can determine and use optimized 
crack tip element length through sensitivity analysis, which allows us to perform more 
accurate numerical modeling of fracture problems in the rock mechanics field. 
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Table 4.1 Input parameters 
Young’s Modulus, E (kPa) 10 
Poisson’s ratio,ν  0.1 
half crack length, a (m) 1.0 
uniaxial stress,σ (Pa) 1.0 
 
 
Table 4.2 Numerical and analytical stress intensity factor with 8 DD elements 
Total 8 elements ( 7 constant + 1 tip element ) 
 
Analytical Analytical Analytical Numerical Numerical Numerical Error (%) 
Error 
(%) 
Slanted 
Angle(°) KI KII KII/KI KI KII KII/KI KI KII 
30 0.4431 0.7675 1.7321 0.4726 0.8186 1.7320 6.66% 6.66% 
45 0.8862 0.8862 1.0000 0.9453 0.9453 1.0000 6.66% 6.66% 
60 1.3293 0.7675 0.5774 1.4179 0.8186 0.5774 6.66% 6.66% 
90 1.7725 0.0000 0.0000 1.8905 0.0000 0.0000 6.66% 0.00% 
 
 
Table 4.3 Numerical and analytical stress intensity factor with 10 DD elements 
Total 10 elements ( 9 constant + 1 tip element ) 
 
Analytical Analytical Analytical Numerical Numerical Numerical Error (%) 
Error 
(%) 
Slanted 
Angle(°) KI KII KII/KI KI KII KII/KI KI KII 
30 0.4431 0.7675 1.7321 0.4739 0.8207 1.7320 6.94% 6.94% 
45 0.8862 0.8862 1.0000 0.9477 0.9477 1.0000 6.94% 6.94% 
60 1.3293 0.7675 0.5774 1.4215 0.8207 0.5774 6.94% 6.94% 
90 1.7725 0.0000 0.0000 1.8954 0.0000 0.0000 6.94% 0.00% 
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Table 4.4 Numerical and analytical stress intensity factor with 20 DD elements 
 
Total 20 elements ( 19 constant + 1 tip element ) 
 
Analytical Analytical Analytical Numerical Numerical Numerical Error (%) 
Error 
(%) 
Slanted 
Angle(°) KI KII KII/KI KI KII KII/KI KI KII 
30 0.4431 0.7675 1.7321 0.4763 0.8250 1.7320 7.49% 7.49% 
45 0.8862 0.8862 1.0000 0.9526 0.9526 1.0000 7.49% 7.49% 
60 1.3293 0.7675 0.5774 1.4288 0.8250 0.5774 7.49% 7.49% 
90 1.7725 0.0000 0.0000 1.9051 0.0000 0.0000 7.49% 0.00% 
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4.4 The elastic crack tip displacement discontinuity element  
 
In this section, the general description of the elastic crack tip displacement 
discontinuity element for accurate crack tip modeling in fracture mechanics is briefly 
discussed. Since a r  displacement variation and a 1/ r singularity in the stress field 
exist near the crack tip based on the LEFM theory, it is impossible to represent these 
crack tip behaviors with the constant displacement discontinuity element. Therefore, the 
special crack tip element is adopted, for which the shape functions are modified to model 
the correct behavior of the displacements and stresses near the crack tip.  
 
 
 
ξ
0.5
i i
aD H
a
ξ+ 
=  
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 The special elastic DD element shape at the left crack tip (Yan 2004) 
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The schematic of the special crack tip displacement discontinuity element at the 
left tip of the crack is depicted in Figure 4.4.  
The displacement discontinuity functions at the left tip are expressed in terms of 
constant displacement discontinuity ( iH ) (Yan 2004): 
0.5
0.5
x s
y n
aD H
a
aD H
a
ξ
ξ
+ 
=  
 
+ 
=  
 
 ................................................................................................ (4.10) 
where sH  and nH  are the tangential and normal displacement discontinuities at the 
center of the special crack tip element, respectively. The special crack tip element 
formulation and procedures for numerical integration are discussed in Appendix A in 
detail.  
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4.5 Crack extension criterion for numerical modeling 
According to the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) approach, the cracked 
body can continuously propagate under loadings in rock if the following condition is 
satisfied. (We assume mode I only for discussion.) 
I IcK K≥  ................................................................................................................ (4.11) 
where IK is stress intensity factor, and IcK  is fracture toughness of rock, an inherent 
material property that can be obtained by experimental work.  
 In reality, however, most of the geological rocks are subjected to some 
combination of mode I (tensile) and mode II (shear) loadings (a “mixed-mode” 
condition). Predicting the fracture trajectory under this circumstance is not simple; 
therefore, a number of crack extension criteria have been proposed by previous 
researchers (Erdogan and Sih 1963; Nuismer 1975; Stone and Babuska 1998). 
With the assumption of quasi-static crack growth and neglecting dynamic effects 
(wave propagation), these criteria are: 
1. Normal to the maximum principal (hoop) stress (Erdogan and Sih 1963) 
2. Along the direction to the maximum energy release rate (Nuismer 1975) 
3. Along the direction for which IIK vanishes on the crack extension (Stone and 
Babuska 1998) 
In this section, we decided to use the maximum principal stress criterion because 
of its simplicity and accuracy in terms of numerical implementation (Stone and Babuska 
1998). The maximum principal stress criterion explains that the crack will propagate 
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from the crack tip in the perpendicular direction where the hoop stress θθσ  is at its 
maximum (Figure 4.5).  
 
 
Figure 4.5 A discrete illustration of crack segment extension 
 
Given the crack under mixed mode conditions, the asymptotic hoop and shear 
stresses near the tip in polar coordinates can be derived from Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 by taking 
coordinate transformation. The following forms are given by  
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    + −    
 ........................................... (4.12) 
 
At this point, the hoop stress in the direction of crack propagation is a principal 
stress. Therefore, the crack growth angle cθ  indicating the radial direction of 
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propagation can be determined by setting the shear stress rθσ  to zero. Once the condition 
0rθσ =  is applied, the following equation is obtained: 
( )I II1 cos sin 3cos 1 022 2 K Kr
θ θ θ
pi
 
+ − =    
 
 ..................................................... (4.13) 
This leads to the equation determining the angle of crack extension cθ in the 
local coordinate system.
 
( )I IIsin 3 cos 1 0c cK Kθ θ+ − =  ............................................................................... (4.14) 
Finally, solving this equation gives rise to  
2
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12arctan sgn( ) 8
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   
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 ........................................................... (4.15) 
Once the crack extention angle is determined, the maximum principal stress 1σ  
is determined by  
2 2
1 I II
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2 22
c c
cK K
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pi
    
= −    
    
 ............................................... (4.16) 
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4.6 Numerical examples of fracture propagation in elastic rock 
4.6.1 An inclined straight crack under uniaxial stress 
Let us consider the inclined crack propagation problem shown in Figure 4.6. The 
initial length of the crack is 2 m, and it makes an angle β with the direction of applied 
uniaxial stress at infinity. For the numerical analysis, we took yσ =1 Pa, E=10 kPa,ν
=0.1, and 18 constant elastic displacement discontinuity (DD) and 2 elastic tip elements 
with equal size.  
 
x
y
 
Figure 4.6 Typical fracture propagation from pre-existing crack under uniaxial 
stress 
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Figure 4.6 depicts a typical propagation path for an inclined crack that is not 
perpendicular to the applied normal stress. The initial angled crack is under a 
combination of mode I and II loadings (a mixed-mode condition). However, when the 
propagation occurs, this crack tends to propagate orthogonal to the applied stress ( yσ ) as 
the mode II loading effect decays. This indicates that the mixed-modes crack becomes a 
pure Mode I crack propagation as it grows.  
Figure 4.7 illustrates several propagation paths in terms of inclined angle ( β).  
As mentioned above, the inclined crack turns and keep propagating perpendicular to the 
uniaxial loading, which is consistent with our prediction.  
 
Figure 4.7 Fracture propagation trajectories of inclined crack under uniaxial 
tension  
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4.6.2 Vertical pressurized crack under biaxial compressive stresses 
In this case, the initial crack with a length of 0.04 m is subjected to two principal 
confining stresses shown in Figure 4.8 based on the example in Dong’s paper (Dong and 
de Pater 2001).  The fluid is pumped into the crack and it assumes that there is no fluid 
loss throughout the crack propagation process. For the numerical analysis, we used E
=20 GPa,ν =0.2, IcK =0.6 MPa√m, 9 constant elastic DD elements, and 1 elastic tip 
element with equal length for discretization. Hσ =19.4 MPa in the plane perpendicular 
to the initial crack and hσ =9.7 MPa in the vertical direction. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Pressurized crack under biaxial compressive stresses  
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Figure 4.9 illustrates the crack propagation paths for three different pressures 
(24.3, 29.1, and 38.8 MPa) inside the crack. A higher fluid pressure makes the crack path 
deviate gradually. Figure 4.10 shows the crack reorientation under three different 
maximum horizontal stresses (9.7, 19.4, and 22.6 MPa). In this case, the minimum 
vertical stress ( hσ ) is 9.7 MPa and the pressure magnitude inside the crack is 29.1 MPa, 
and the crack reorients more rapidly under larger maximum horizontal stress.  
 
Figure 4.9 Crack reorienting paths for different internal pressures 
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Figure 4.10 Crack reorienting paths for different maximum horizontal stresses 
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5. FRACTURE PROPAGATION IN POROELASTIC ROCK 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In recent years, hydraulic fracturing has become a major procedure in the 
petroleum industry for enhancing hydrocarbon production from low-permeability 
poroelastic rock formations (Huang and Russell 1985). Generally, the hydraulic 
fracturing process involves fully coupled deformation of the rock and fluid diffusion 
effects in the fluid-infiltrated porous rock.  
However, most numerical methods for fracture propagation modeling in the 
petroleum industry have ignored the physical phenomena of fluid-solid coupling. 
Instead, these methods have assumed that the rock mass is an elastic medium and have 
neglected any influences related to the coupled effect such as changes in the rock 
deformation as the pore pressure diffuses or pressure changes induced by volumetric 
deformation of the rock. Even though their assumption can be effective in certain 
circumstances, in many situations, the coupled effect must be accounted for (Boone and 
Ingraffea 1990; Boone et al. 1991; Detournay and Cheng 1988; Detournay et al. 1989).  
Meanwhile, as the application of this theory has become diverse, the study of the 
initiation and propagation of fractures in poroelastic media has been recognized as an 
area of both practical and fundamental interest (Selvadurai and Mahyari 1998).   
The basic theory of poroelasticity was first developed by Biot (1941).  Since 
then, Ruina (1978) has given analytical solutions for a semi-infinite crack propagating in 
poroelastic media, under various pore pressure boundary conditions on the crack faces, 
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and his solution is applicable to a hydraulic fracture propagating at a constant rate with 
impermeable crack surfaces. Huang and Russell (1985) extended Ruina’s results to 
steadily propagating cracks where the fracture walls are permeable.  
In poroelastic material with the nature of dissipative phenomena, a steadily 
propagating crack can be modeled at limiting times when the fracture propagation has 
occurred over a long period of time (Selvadurai and Mahyari 1998). Also to preserve the 
condition of steadily propagating crack, the tractions along the boundary should be time 
invariant in a reference to a coordinate system moving with the crack tip in an infinite 
poroelastic medium.  
In this section, we present a numerical approach for implementing the steadily 
propagating crack in a poroelastic medium driven by tensile traction under two- 
dimensional plane strain conditions.  First, we review Ruina’s analytical approach to 
observe perception into the nature of the pore pressure field in the vicinity of hydraulic 
fractures. Second, we carried out fracture tip stress analysis to consider the stress and 
pore pressure distribution around the crack tip between drained and undrained 
conditions. In addition to this, we simulated two representative fracture propagation 
examples under poroelastic loading to investigate the influence of pore pressure on the 
crack extension path. Last, we developed a special poroelastic tip element and 
demonstrated the poroelastic tip effect on the near-tip stress and pore pressure field by 
comparing the case when the special elastic tip element is used at the crack tip. 
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5.2 Analytical approach for fractures propagating in poroelastic rock 
As stated in Ruina’s (1978) paper, two analytical solutions provide perception 
into the nature of the pore pressure fields in the vicinity of hydraulic fractures. One is the 
fully drained condition at low propagation velocities. The other is the undrained 
condition at high velocity limits. Figure 5.1 shows the geometry of the hydraulic fracture 
in Ruina’s analytical model. The fracture is loaded by an applied stress P along the 
length a  of the crack face, which is assumed to be impermeable. 
 
 
X
Y
a
σy =P   dp/dy=0 
ν (velocity) 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 The dimensions and boundary conditions for Ruina’s (Ruina 1978) 
model  
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In this case, the boundary conditions can be defined by the following 
assumptions and observations. 
 
1) The impermeable assumption along the crack surface should be satisfied by 
the fact that there is no fluid flow across the crack faces.  
( ,0) 0 ( )p x x
y
∂
= −∞ < <∞
∂
 .................................................................................... (5.1) 
2) The symmetry of loading and consequent deformation with respect to the x-
axis requires that no shear stress is applied along the entire x-axis.  
( , 0) 0 ( )xy x xσ = −∞ < < ∞  ..................................................................................... (5.2) 
3) All field variables induced by the loading P should vanish at infinity from the 
crack tip. 
2 2
, , , 0
xx yy xyp as x yσ σ σ → + → ∞  ...................................................................... (5.3) 
4) Applied stress P  is loaded along the length a  of crack surface. 
( , 0) ( ) ( 0)yy x P x xσ = − −∞ < <  .............................................................................. (5.4) 
 
In addition, Ruina identified two different regimes of behavior for the fracture 
propagation in the poroelastic rock which are controlled by the characteristic length 
/fc v , the ratio of the fluid diffusivity ( fc ) to the crack propagation velocity ( v ).  
In the fast regime ( / 0fc v ≅ ), the crack propagation speed is fast enough that 
there is no time for diffusion of pore fluid around the crack tip. This undrained field can 
cause pore pressure suction which is induced in the region of material breakdown near 
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the crack tip, thus resulting in reduced effective stress in that region. The solution for the 
full pore pressure field is given by  
( )(1 cos )/22 (1 )1( , ) 1 cos3 22 fr cuBp r er ν θν θθ pi − ++  = − −     ........................................... (5.5) 
where r is the radial distance from the crack tip , v  is fluid velocity, θ
 
is the angle 
measured at the crack tip from the x-axis fc is fluid diffusivity, uν  is undrained 
Poisson’s ratio, and B
 
is Skempton’s pore pressure coefficient.  
On the other hand, in the slow regime ( / 0fc v ≫ ), all excess pore pressure is 
totally drained in the general region of the crack face loading, the poroelastic response is 
exactly same as the elastic material, and the total induced pore pressure is zero 
everywhere. Also, the stress intensity factor is exactly the same as would be predicted 
for an elastic material. This can be explained because fracture propagation at very slow 
crack speed requires I IcK K= where IK  is defined as the stress intensity that the applied 
loads would cause on an elastic medium, and IcK  is a fracture toughness of rock as 
inherent material properties. In conclusion, the characteristics of fracture propagation  in 
a slow regime can be given by 
 
elastic
elastic
0 ( )
ij ij
K K
p x
σ σ=
=
= −∞ < < ∞
 ................................................................................................ (5.6) 
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5.3 Fracture tip stress analysis under undrained and drained loading 
Poroelastic fracture propagation is of interest in many geomechanics problems 
where fracture initiation occurs over a period of time that is very short compared to the 
characteristic time of the rock. One approach to consider the poroelastic response is to 
consider a “short term analysis” (Bobet and Mutlu 2005). Such asymptotic analysis is 
useful, but a real transient analysis is required for a more comprehensive solution for 
various problems. Therefore, we improved the coupled poroelastic model with 
propagation to obtain the solution for very short times and compared it with the case 
under drained conditions. 
In this section, we present stress analysis to consider the stress distribution 
around the crack tip and to show how the stresses change between drained and undrained 
conditions. Let us assume that a single inclined crack (45° with the horizontal) of length 
of 2 m lies in a poroelasic rock shown in Figure 5.2. The Young’s modulus of the rock is 
E=5.96 GPa, and its Poisson’s ratio is ν =0.15. Then we impose uniaxial compressive 
stress (1 MPa) along the vertical direction. The initial condition is of zero pore pressure 
everywhere and zero tractions along the crack boundary. For simplicity, we assumed that 
the crack was only propagating from one end. For the dicretization of the crack 
boundary, we imposed 20 constant displacement discontinuity (DD) elements with one 
special elastic tip element at the right side of the crack. All material parameters of this 
analysis are shown in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic illustration of crack geometry in a poroelastic medium  
 
Table 5.1 Material properties used in crack tip stress analysis 
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 5.96 
Poisson’s ratio,ν  0.15 
Undrained Poisson’s ratio, uν  0.33 
Solid bulk Modulus, sK (GPa) 45 
Fluid bulk Modulus, fK (GPa) 2.5 
Skempton’s coefficient, B 0.85 
Fluid diffusivity, fc (m2/s) 6.16×10-5 
Fluid viscosity, fµ (Pa·s) 3.547×10-4 
Rock permeability,κ (m2) 4.0×10-19 
Water density, wρ (kg/m3) 1000 
Biot’s coefficient,α  0.444 
Porosity,φ  0.01 
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Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show contours of radial and tangential stresses (tension 
positive sign convention) in an area close to the crack tip (0.7071, 0.7071), respectively. 
For convenience, the stresses are expressed in polar coordinates with origin at the tip of 
the crack to precisely analyze the numerical results. For the radial and tangential stresses 
in both cases, the maximum in compression and tension occur at exactly the same 
distance from the crack tip but in opposite directions. Also the radial stresses are of the 
same magnitude as the tangential stresses but opposite in sign in both cases. In addition, 
for the undrained condition, the magnitudes of tangential compression tend to decrease.  
On the other hand, the tensile stress tends to increase, particularly ahead of the 
crack tip where the tensile stresses are the largest. This phenomenon indicates that 
loading in undrained compression is a much more effective process for the crack 
initiation (Bobet 2000, 2001).  
Figure 5.5 illustrates the shear stress distribution in both cases; it is independent 
of the drained or undrained condition, which shows nearly zero. Figure 5.6 is a plot of 
total induced pore pressure in both cases. The pore pressure is nearly zero for the drained 
condition because enough time has elapsed to diffuse the pore pressure into the 
formation. In conclusion, these numerical results are consistent with the asymptotic 
model shown in Bobet and Mutlu’s (Bobet and Mutlu 2005) work.  
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(a) Drained- rrσ  
 
(b) Undrained- rrσ  
Figure 5.3 Radial stress (MPa) at the tip of the inclined crack in (a) drained and (b) 
undrained conditions 
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(a) Drained- θθσ       
 
(b) Undrained- θθσ  
Figure 5.4 Tangential stress (MPa) at the tip of the inclined crack in (a) drained 
and (b) undrained conditions 
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(a) Drained- rθσ
 
 
 
 
(b) Undrained- rθσ  
Figure 5.5 Shear stress (MPa) at the tip of the inclined crack in (a) drained and (b) 
undrained conditions     
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(a) Drained- pressure  
 
 
 
(b) Undrained- pressure  
 
Figure 5.6 Pore pressure (MPa) at the tip of the inclined crack in (a) drained and 
(b) undrained conditions 
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5.4 Numerical examples of fracture propagation in poroelastic rock 
Compared with the general elastic fracture propagation procedure which is time 
independent, fracture propagation under poroelastic loading can be affected by coupling 
of deformation and diffusion, making the process more complicated.  
In this section, we consider two limiting cases of propagation to illustrate the 
impact of various drainage stages on the propagation pressure and path of the crack. We 
consider the case of very fast crack growth and that of slow crack growth. To model 
numerical propagation in these regimes, we use very high (6.16×10-2 m2/s), and very 
slow (6.16×10-8 m2/s) diffusivities instead of considering crack propagation velocity ( v ).  
As mentioned in section 5.2, in the fast regime, the pore pressure diffusion effect 
on the crack growth is so small that the rock can be regarded as an elastic medium. But 
in the slow regime, the pore pressure considerably affects the fracture propagation 
because the crack growth occurs at very low speed. To illustrate the impact of pore 
pressure loading during the propagation process, we carried out a crack path comparison 
between Mode I and Mode I+II loading to capture the effects of pore pressure on the 
crack path.  
Figure 5.7 illustrates the inclined pressurized crack under boundary stress and 
pressure loading. The crack length is 2 m, and it lies along a 45° angle from the x-axis. 
Initially there is zero pore pressure and only maximum and minimum in-situ stresses are 
acting around the crack. A total of 50 constant poroelastic elements including 1 tip 
element (right tip) were used to discretize the crack boundary. The material parameters 
used in this simulation are shown in Table 5.2.  
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Figure 5.7 Inclined pressurized crack in an infinite poroelastic medium 
 
Table 5.2 Poroelastic constants used in this simulation 
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 37.5 
Poisson’s ratio,ν  0.25 
Undrained Poisson’s ratio, uν  0.33 
Solid bulk Modulus, sK (GPa) 45 
Fluid bulk Modulus, fK (GPa) 2.5 
Skempton’s coefficient, B 0.85 
Fluid diffusivity, fc (m2/s) 6.16×10-5 
Fluid viscosity, fµ (Pa·s) 3.547×10-4 
Rock permeability,κ (m2) 4.0×10-19 
Water density, wρ (kg/m3) 1000 
Biot’s coefficient,α  0.444 
Porosity,φ  0.01 
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5.4.1 Very fast crack growth regime (undrained loading) 
In this case, let us consider the fracture propagation under undrained conditions 
(very fast crack growth). To reasonably represent undrained conditions instead of the 
crack propagation velocity ( v ), we considered very low fluid diffusivity (6.16×10-8 
m2/s). Figure 5.8 shows the fracture propagation paths under two different loading 
conditions. As shown, if the crack growth under the combined Mode I and II loading is 
very fast, the fracture propagates in nearly the same direction as under Mode I loading 
alone. This phenomenon is explained by that the fracture growth speed is so fast that the 
pore pressure diffusion effect is negligible consequently it does not affect the direction 
of crack growth.  
 
5.4.2 Very slow crack growth regime (drained loading) 
In this case, we considered fracture propagation under drained conditions (very 
slow crack growth). To represent drained conditions, we used very high fluid diffusivity 
(6.16×10-2 m2/s). As shown in Figure 5.9, under very slow crack growth with both Mode 
I and II loading, the fracture propagates in different directions than under only Mode I 
loading. This is because the pore pressure diffusion under very slow crack growth not 
only produces a small amount of crack closing but increases shear stress around the 
crack tip. Consequently, the change of the principal stress direction induced by the 
increase of shear stress makes the crack grow in different directions. 
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(a) Boundary loading (case 1): 1.0MPa, 0.5MPa, 1.0MPaH h n pσ σ σ= − = − = = −  
 
 
(b) Boundary loading (case 2): 3MPa, 0.5MPa, 2.5MPaH h n pσ σ σ= − = − = = −  
Figure 5.8 Crack path comparison between Mode I and Mode I+II loading under 
undrained conditions with two different boundary loadings  
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(a) Boundary loading (case 1): 1.0MPa, 0.5MPa, 1.0MPaH h n pσ σ σ= − = − = = −  
 
(b) Boundary loading (case 2): 3MPa, 0.5MPa, 2.5MPaH h n pσ σ σ= − = − = = −  
 
Figure 5.9 Crack path comparison between Mode I and Mode I+II loading under 
drained conditions with two different boundary loadings  
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5.5 Poroelastic crack tip element implementation 
Fracture propagation and its orientation in fluid-saturated media are mainly 
controlled by the pore pressure field. Generally for fracture problems involving a pore 
pressure, the influence of the pore pressure must be investigated. In particular, near the 
crack tip region, the stress and pore pressure fields vary with time because they are 
functions of the diffusivity of the medium. Therefore, investigation of those variables 
with diverse time and space domains is very important to anticipate the fracture 
propagation behavior.  
Nevertheless, most numerical fracture propagation modeling in the boundary 
element method has ignored the pore fluid influence at the crack tip, and just considered 
the elastic displacement discontinuity sources.   
Therefore, in this section, we develop the poroelastic crack tip element by 
extending the elastic displacement discontinuity crack tip element formulation (Yan 
2004). Carvalho (1990) developed fully coupled displacement discontinuity methods and 
presented the fundamental singular solutions in a poroelastic infinite medium. To be 
specific, they provided the induced stress, displacement, and pore pressure attributable to 
the sources of constant fluid and displacement discontinuities in boundary elements. 
Based on these solutions, we expanded those formulations and implemented boundary 
integral equations for numerical applications.  
A simple pressurized crack problem is our target to investigate stress and pore 
pressure distributions near the tip region. To examine this challenging issue, we 
considered three representative cases. 
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1. Purely elastic rock without a tip element 
2. Poroelastic rock with an elastic tip element 
3. Poroelastic rock with a poroelastic tip element 
 
Also, for the poroelastic case we included two limiting behaviors (undrained and 
drained conditions) to capture its time-dependent poroelastic nature. The special elastic 
and poroelastic tip element formulations are shown in Appendices A and B, respectively.  
For the crack geometry, as shown in Figure 5.10, initially, the crack length was 2 m and 
there were zero pore pressure and in-situ stresses around the crack.  
 
 
,
n
pσ
 
 
Figure 5.10 Pressurized crack geometry and crack tip region 
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We applied only the normal stress (1 MPa) loading across the crack surfaces 
uniformly. A total of 50 constant elastic or poroelastic elements including 1 crack tip 
(right tip) were used; the material parameters related to this simulation are shown in 
Table 5.2. In this case, we assumed that 10 seconds can represent undrained behavior 
and 108 seconds was chosen to represent drained behavior. 
As mentioned in introduction, the general poroelastic response under drained 
conditions is exactly same as the elastic material because the total induced pore pressure 
is zero, which indicates there is no influence of the pore pressure effect around the 
fracture. Therefore, the stress distribution around the crack tip should be the same for all 
three cases. The distributions of vertical and horizontal stress near the crack tip under 
drained loading for the three cases are plotted in Figure 5.11 and 5.12, respectively. Note 
that the numerical results show a good agreement with the analytical explanation of 
drained behavior. Figure 5.13 shows the total induced pore pressure distribution near the 
crack tip under drained loading. It indicates that there is no influence of the pore fluid 
around the tip region because the pore fluid already has dissipated into the rock 
formation characterizing the drainage stage. 
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                     (a) Purely elastic                                                (b) elastic tip  
 
 
 
                     (c) poroelastic tip   
 
Figure 5.11 Stress distribution (MPa) along the y axis around crack tip: (a) purely 
elastic, (b) elastic tip, and (c) poroelastic tip under drained conditions 
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                     (a) Purely elastic                                                (b) elastic tip  
 
 
 
                     (c) poroelastic tip   
 
 
Figure 5.12 Stress distribution (MPa) along the x axis around crack tip: (a) purely 
elastic, (b) elastic tip, and (c) poroelastic tip under drained conditions 
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                     (a) elastic tip                                               (b) poroelastic tip 
 
Figure 5.13 Pore pressure distribution (MPa) around crack tip: (a) elastic tip (b) 
poroelastic tip under drained conditions 
 
 
The distributions of vertical and horizontal stresses near the crack tip under 
undrained loading for the three cases are plotted in Figures 5.14 and 5.15.  
Figure 5.16 shows the total induced pore pressure distribution near the crack tip 
under undrained loading.  It indicates that this undrained field can induce pore pressure 
suction in the region of material breakdown near the crack tip, which reduces the stress 
field in that region.   
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                     (a) Purely elastic                                                (b) elastic tip  
 
 
 
                     (c) poroelastic tip   
 
Figure 5.14 Stress distribution (MPa) along the y axis around the crack tip: (a) 
purely elastic, (b) elastic tip, and (c) poroelastic tip under undrained conditions 
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                     (a) Purely elastic                                                (b) elastic tip  
 
 
 
                     (c) poroelastic tip   
 
Figure 5.15 Stress distribution (MPa) along the x axis around the crack tip: (a) 
purely elastic, (b) elastic tip, and (c) poroelastic tip under undrained conditions 
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                     (a) elastic tip                                               (b) poroelastic tip 
 
Figure 5.16 Pore pressure distribution (MPa) around the crack tip: (a) elastic tip 
(b) poroelastic tip under undrained conditions 
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6. FRACTURE PROPAGATION IN THERMOELASTIC ROCK 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 When the rock around a wellbore and a main fracture is cooled by injecting cold 
water into a hot reservoir, the rapid decrease in temperature gives rise to thermal 
(tensile) stress which causes cracks to initiate and influences their propagation into the 
rock matrix. As the rock is cooled, the in-situ stress components near the cooled zone 
tend to decrease and, depending on the geometry of the cooled zone, the orientations of 
the principal stresses can be reversed. Thermal stresses induced by cooling may exceed 
the in-situ stress in the reservoir, creating secondary fractures perpendicular to the main 
fracture (Perkins and Gonzalez 1985).   
On the other hand, thermal loading not only changes the total stress but also 
alters the pore fluid pressure, causing additional variations in the total and effective 
stress states. In conventional hydraulic fracturing, this thermal coupling effect evolves 
because of the small thermal diffusivity of rocks; thus, thermal effects may not have a 
large influence on fracture propagation. However, if the injection period is long (time 
scale of weeks/months), the thermo-poro-mechanical coupling is not negligible 
(Ghassemi and Zhang 2006). 
In this section, the propagation of multiple fractures by transient cooling from 
water injection is numerically studied. Propagation and interaction among the main and 
secondary fractures in both thermoelastic and poro-thermoelastic rock are considered.  
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6.2 Thermoelastic stresses in cooled region 
If the injected fluid is at a temperature different from the formation temperature 
in a geothermal reservoir, a region of changed rock temperature will progress outward 
from the injection well (Perkins and Gonzalez 1985). The outer boundary of the region 
of changed temperature will be elliptical in its plane view and confocal with the two-
winged vertical fractures shown in Figure 6.1. 
Stresses within the region of altered temperature will be changed because of the 
expansion or contraction of the rock within the region of altered temperature. The 
interior thermoelastic stresses parallel and perpendicular to the major axes of the ellipse 
are given by: 
( ) ( )0 0
1
1 / 3 1
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E T
b a
β
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∆∆ = − ⋅
+ −
 ................................................................................ (6.1) 
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∆∆ = − ⋅
+ −
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where 0a  is major semi-axis of the elliptical cooled region, 0b  is minor semi-axis of the 
elliptical cooled region, E is Young’s modulus, sβ  is rock volumetric thermal expansion 
coefficient, ν is Poisson’s ratio, T∆ is temperature difference between reservoir rock 
and injected water. 
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Figure 6.1 Plane view of cooled zone around a two-wing fracture and wellbore 
 
6.3 Temperature and thermal stress calculation 
The approach of transient cooling of the main and secondary fractures can be 
solved using the DD boundary integral equation method. It is assumed that rock has low 
permeability and the fluid leak off effect on thermal transport is negligible. The newly 
created secondary fractures have very small length compared with the main fracture and 
are filled with the pore fluid of same temperature as the uniformly cooled main fracture.  
In the thermoelastic rock, the temperature and the corresponding stresses caused 
by a unit continuous point heat source are given by (Nowacki 1962). 
For temperature: 
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ξ = = + , Tc is thermal diffusivity, Tκ is thermal 
conductivity, G is shear modulus, sβ  is rock volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, 
ν is Poisson’s ratio, Ei(x) is exponential integral function, and t  is time. Then integrating 
the above point source solution over the straight line element with length 2a yields the 
stresses due to a constant displacement discontinuity source (Ghassemi and Zhang 
2006). 
For temperature: 
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where, ( )22 ' 2r x x y= − + and other notations are the same as those defined previously. 
 
6.4 Temperature and thermal stress analytical solution 
Derivation of the temperature and thermal stresses can be obtained based on the 
analytical solution by (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959).  
First the analytical solution for the temperature profile is  
0
0 0
( )
( )
KT
s
T K
ξ
β= −  ..................................................................................................... (6.9) 
where 0T is initial reservoir temperature (⁰C), T  is induced reservoir temperature (⁰C), 
0K  is the modified Bessel function of second kind of zero order, s is Laplace operator, 
/ Tr s cξ = and / Ta s cβ = , 
where r is distance from the center of the wellbore, a is wellbore radius.  
Second, the analytical solution for the stress profile is  
For tangential stress: 
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For radial stress: 
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−
, which is poroelastic coefficient ,α  is Biot coefficient 1K is the 
modified Bessel function of second kind of first order. Then the temperature and thermal 
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stress field are solved by taking the numerical inversion of the Laplace transform with 
the Stehfest (1970) algorithm. 
Figure 6.2 shows transient temperature distribution near the wellbore region. In 
this case, initial reservoir temperature ( 0T ) is 200⁰C and injection fluid temperature is 
0⁰C, wellbore radius is 0.1 m, and the thermal diffusivity of the rock is 5.1x10-6 m2/sec. 
As the rock is assumed to be Westerly granite, only a conductive heat transfer 
mechanism dominates the temperature variation, and the rock gradually cools while the 
wellbore wall temperature keeps constant. For the diverse range of time domain, the 
numerical results agree well with the analytical solution. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate an 
induced thermal stress profile near the wellbore region. A significant induced radial 
tensile stress is observed and a highly tensile stress zone is induced around the wellbore, 
which is caused by the reaction to the rock shrinkage with the transient cooing. The 
magnitude of the induced tangential stress decreases with distance and gradually decays 
in the far-field region. Also, compression is induced behind the tensile zone because the 
rock shrinkage at the inner face of the wellbore during cooling tends to pull on the outer 
rock. 
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Figure 6.2 Temperature distribution around a cooled wellbore with respect to time 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Radial stress distribution around a cooled wellbore with respect to time 
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Figure 6.4 Tangential stress distribution around a cooled wellbore with respect to 
time 
 
 
 
 
6.5 Temperature and thermal induced stress near a uniformly cooled fracture in an 
elastic rock 
 
For water flooding, stimulation of shale gas reservoirs and geothermal 
stimulation, the temperature of the injected fluids is generally lower than the initial in-
situ reservoir temperature. We considered one example of transient uniform cooling 
around a single main fracture in an elastic rock. Understanding temperature and the 
induced thermal stress field that results from the cooling helps to calculate the fracture 
geometry, injection rate, and pressure conditions. For this simulation, we assumed that 
the initial fracture length was 50 m, the initial reservoir rock temperature ( 0T ) was 
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200°C, and injection water temperature ( wT ) was 20°C (Figure 6.5). Other material 
constants for Westerly Granite rock are presented in Table 6.1 (McTigue 1986). 
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Figure 6.5 Horizontal thermal crack in an infinite thermoelastic medium 
 
Table 6.1 The material properties of Westerly granite  
Initial reservoir rock temperature, 0T (°C) 200 
Injection water temperature, wT (°C) 20 
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 37.5 
Poisson’s ratio, ν  0.25 
Maximum in-situ stress, Hσ (MPa) -40 
Minimum in-situ stress, hσ (MPa) -10 
Rock thermal expansion coefficient, sβ [m/(m·°C)] 24×10-6 
Rock thermal conductivity, Tκ [W/(m·K)] 10.7 
Rock thermal diffusivity, Tc (m2/s) 5.1×10-6 
Rock density, rρ (kg/m3) 2650 
Water density, wρ (kg/m3) 1000 
Rock heat capacity, rc (J/kg·K) 790 
Water heat capacity, wc (J/kg·K) 4200 
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Figure 6.6 The temperature field in the rock matrix at 1 month by uniformly 
transient cooing around the fracture 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7 The induced tangential thermal stress field (MPa) in the rock matrix at 1 
month by uniformly transient cooing around the fracture 
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Figure 6.6 shows the temperature field in the rock matrix at 1 month of transient 
cooling. As expected, the elliptical shape of the cooled zone is uniformly induced near 
the fracture. Along the crack surface, it remains at the injection temperature ( wT ) 
resulting from the constant water injection. 
Figure 6.7 illustrates the tangential thermal stress distribution induced by the 
transient cooling of the surface (Y=0m) at 1 month. As shown in the figure, the 
maximum tangential thermoelastic stress is around 65 MPa at the surface of cooling, 
which creates a zone of high tensile stress around the fracture. Usually, the tensile 
strength of the granite rock is from 7 to 25 MPa (Hopkins 1986), and if we apply the 
stress superposition principles (the highly induced tensile stresses + initial in-situ stress 
+ low tensile strength of the rocks), we can expect that thermal fracturing will occur as 
long as the sum of the total stresses (in-situ plus thermal induced stress) exceeds the 
tensile strength of the rock.  
Figure 6.8 shows the thermally induced tangential ( xxσ ) and normal ( yyσ ) stress 
distribution corresponding to three different cooling times around the main fracture. In 
this figure, x-axis (Y) is defined as the vertical distance from the main fracture surface. 
First, for the tangential stress ( xxσ ), a largely induced tensile stress component has 
formed very close to the fracture surface at early time (106 sec). However, with 
increasing cooling time, it tends to move into the deeper region of the reservoir rock as 
expected. Second, the normal stress ( yyσ ), is relatively uniform along the vertical 
direction; its magnitude is initially small and then increases slowly up to 60 MPa at 1010 
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seconds. With this, we can say that the thermoelastic stress reduction parallel to the 
fracture ( Hσ∆ ) exceeds the thermoelastic stress reduction perpendicular to the fracture (
hσ∆ ) in the cooled region. As a consequence, this phenomenon results in reducing the 
difference between total stresses (in-situ plus thermal induced stress) with the cooled 
areas that are parallel and perpendicular to the main fracture (Figure 6.9). Subsequently, 
secondary fractures can form perpendicular to the main fracture. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 The thermally induced tangential stress ( xxσ ) and normal stress ( yyσ ) 
corresponding to three different cooling times around the main fracture 
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Figure 6.9 The total (in-situ + induced) principal stress difference in the rock 
matrix at 1 month by transient cooling around the fracture 
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6.6 Thermal fracturing 
 
6.6.1 Single main thermal fracture propagation in an elastic rock 
The previous section illustrated the possibility of thermal fracture propagation 
caused by thermal stresses in an unconventional reservoir induced by uniform cooling. 
In this section, we simulate the propagation of a single fracture to find the impact of 
cooling on fracture orientation and its length. Here we consider two situations; one is 
that only the initial crack is uniformly cooled while the other is that the newly created 
fractures are also cooled to the temperature of the initial fracture.  
For the simulation, the initial length of the fracture is 2 m and it is oriented along 
a 45° angle with regard to the x-axis. The maximum and minimum in-situ stresses are 20 
MPa and 10 MPa, and the internal fluid pressure is 10.5 MPa. Initial rock reservoir 
temperature is 200°C and injection water temperature is 20°C. Figure 6.10 compares the 
thermal fracture orientation and length of uncooled and cooled cases. The result 
indicates that the cooling of both initial and newly created fractures can boost their 
penetration length. To be specific, at 8×107seconds, the cooling both initial and extended 
fracture propagates approximately 28% more than the uncooled ones. However, the 
orientation of those thermal fractures is mostly identical paths. These results tell us that 
the impact of cooling enhances deeper penetration of thermal fractures but it may not be 
involved in changes in orientation of those fractures. 
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Figure 6.10 The propagation orientation and path of the main thermal fracture 
corresponding to uncooled and cooled cracks 
 
 
6.6.2 Multiple main and secondary thermal fracture propagation in an elastic rock 
We have shown that a single main thermal fracture can be propagated deeply into 
the geothermal reservoir under certain conditions. For the multiple fracture propagation, 
the fracture propagation path is significantly influenced by the mechanical interaction 
between neighboring cracks altering the stress state around the fracture through the 
fracture growth behavior (Nemat-Nasser et al. 1978; Tarasovs and Ghassemi 2010). The 
mechanical interaction indicates that at early time, the secondary fractures may be 
spaced closely and of very short penetration. However, with the elapse of time, some 
will grow deeper penetration, and others will stop.  
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We considered propagation of multiple main and secondary thermal fractures 
under transient cooling in a reservoir.  
Figure 6.11 shows the formation of expected secondary fractures around the 
main fracture. Initially these cracks are located at random locations, but keeping the 
nature of geometry such as crack spacing, d , as a constant value (Tarasovs and 
Ghassemi 2010). For the numerical approach, once thermal induced stress are computed 
at the collocation points using Eq. 6.6 through 6.8, then these are applied as surface 
tractions on the fracture surface to simulate crack propagation in the thermal field using 
the stress superposition principle (in-situ + induced thermal stress). For closed cracks, 
the penalty method is used to maintain appropriate contact with crack surfaces without 
penetration. 
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Figure 6.11 Secondary thermal cracks geometry perpendicular to the main fracture 
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Here the length of the main fracture ( D ) is 50 m, and it was subdivided into 50 
segments. For the secondary fracture, the initial length ( sh ) is 5 m with 10 segments, and 
average crack spacing ( d ) is 10 m. The maximum and minimum in-situ stresses are 20 
MPa and 10 MPa, and the internal fluid pressure is 20.5 MPa which is slightly higher 
than the maximum in-situ stress. Other material constants are same as the same as the 
one presented in Table 6.1. 
Figure 6.12 shows the secondary fracture growth path at the time of 2 years, in 
which the temperature difference ( T∆ ) between the fracture surface and the initial 
reservoir rock is 180°C. The location of the main fracture in this figure is along the x-
axis from 0 to 50 m. The fractures at the end of the array propagate faster than the 
middle one because they are only opposed by another fracture on one side, which causes 
them to have less mechanical interaction among the three fractures. Also, this 
mechanical interaction among those fractures induces the outward crack extension 
(except for the middle one) since the interacting forces repel each other.  
Figure 6.13 depicts the same simulation results except that the temperature 
difference between the fracture surface and the initial reservoir rock is 120°C. As shown 
and compared with Figure 6.12, the faster cooling rate produces longer crack extension 
of the secondary thermal fractures. This implies that the faster cooling induces a higher 
tensile stress zone around the fracture, which tends to produce larger driving forces to 
make them penetrate deeper into the geothermal reservoir.    
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Figure 6.12 The propagation of three secondary fractures with spacing 10 m, in 
which the temperature difference ( T∆ ) between the fracture surface and the initial 
reservoir rock is 180°C after 2 years 
 
Figure 6.13 The propagation of three secondary fractures with spacing 10 m, in 
which the temperature difference ( T∆ ) between the fracture surface and the initial 
reservoir rock is 120°C after 2 years 
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6.6.3 Poro-thermally induced fracture propagation  
The examples shown in section 6.6.2 involved only thermoelastic rock, 
neglecting the pore pressure effect. However, most rocks do have a pore fluid such as oil 
or water. This pore fluid pressure can influence the fracture propagation behavior of the 
porous rock. 
In this section, the influence of the pore pressure on the fracture propagation and 
interaction between fractures in poro-thermoelastic rock is considered. Let us consider 
an example of one main and three secondary fractures induced by transient cooling in 
the poro-thermoelastic rock in which all the main and secondary fractures are cooled. In 
this case, both the initial fracture formation and the boundary conditions were exactly 
the same as the example in section 6.6.2. To investigate the influence of pore pressure on 
fracture propagation direction, three different initial pore pressures ( 0P ) were 
considered. They are 0MPa, 5MPa, 10MPa, respectively. The injection water 
temperature ( wT ) is 20°C and the initial reservoir rock temperature ( 0T ) is 200°C. Other 
material constants are the same as in Table 6.1.  
Figure 6.14 shows the secondary fracture growth path at the time of 2 years, in 
which three different initial pore pressures exist. In the absence of the initial pore 
pressure (0 MPa), a roughly deviating path of tensile fracture propagation is observed, 
which is mostly identical to the thermoelastic propagation result (see Figure 6.12).  
However, when an initial pore pressure exists (5 and 10 MPa), numerical simulation 
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results indicate that the fracture is more rapidly deviated. This is because of the 
distribution of the total induced pore pressure field. 
 
Figure 6.14 The initial pore pressure influence on the propagation of three 
secondary fractures with spacing 10 m, in which the temperature difference ( T∆ ) is 
180°C after 2 years 
 
 
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 illustrate the total induced pore pressure distribution at the 
time of 2 years when the initial pore pressure is 0 and 10 MPa respectively. As seen, the 
higher total induced pore pressure makes the crack more deviated. Therefore, the 
orientation of multiple fractures in poro-thermo-elastic rock is influenced not only by the 
magnitude of the total induced pore pressure, but also their mechanical interactions 
(outward crack growth) during the propagation.  
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Figure 6.15 Total induced pore pressure field (MPa) after 2 years when the initial 
pore pressure ( 0P ) is 10MPa 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Total induced pore pressure field (MPa) after 2 years when the initial 
pore pressure ( 0P ) is 0 MPa   
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7. ROCK MECHANICS APPLICATIONS 
 
7.1 Thermo-hydraulically induced fracture growth in the Haynesville shale formation 
Natural gas production in shale gas reservoirs has proven to be the hottest trends 
in North America’s onshore oil and gas industry, and many shale plays are being 
successfully developed throughout the United States (Britt and Schoeffler 2009). 
Technological advances in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing stimulation have 
made shale oil and gas production economically conspicuous (Guo et al. 2012). The 
Haynesville shale play is one of the most active formations in the United States. The 
petrophysical evaluations have been recently provided for a comprehensive description 
of this formation (Mullen et al. 2007; Parker et al. 2009; Rickman et al. 2008), which is 
critical for the design of stimulation treatments in unconventional reservoirs. 
In spite of this abundant information about the shale play, realistic hydraulic 
fracturing results in shale have yet to be found. Therefore, in this work, we simulated 
thermo-hydraulically induced fracture propagation in the Haynesville shale formation 
with realistic reservoir conditions based on the petrophysical evaluations and compared 
this with the results in the Westerly granite rock formation to observe the differences 
between the two cases. 
Figure 7.1 illustrates one injection well and two wing fractures in the Haynesville 
formation. It assumes that the wellbore radius is 0.1 m and the initial length of the two 
fractures is 1 m, respectively. The material parameters for shale are used from the 
dataset in Tao and Ghassemi (2010) and shown in Table 7.1. As shown in Table 7.2, for 
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the initial reservoir condition, the initial reservoir temperature is 165.5°C and the 
injecting fluid temperature is 30.5°C. The initial pore pressure is 12 MPa and the 
injecting fluid pressure is 28.5 MPa. The maximum in-situ stress assumes 18 MPa and 
the minimum in-situ stress is 17 MPa. The material parameters for Westerly granite rock 
used the dataset from McTigue (1986) are shown in Table 7.3. 
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Figure 7.1 An injection well and two wing fractures in the Haynesville shale 
formation 
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Table 7.1 The poro-thermoelastic parameters of Haynesville shale formation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.2 List of parameters for the initial reservoir condition in Haynesville shale 
formation 
Parameter value 
Maximum in-situ stress, Hσ (MPa) -18 
Minimum in-situ stress, hσ (MPa) -17 
Initial pore pressure, 0P (MPa) 12 
Injecting fluid pressure, p (MPa) 28.5 
Formation temperature, 0T (°C) 165.5 
Injecting fluid temperature, wT (°C) 30.5 
 
  
Parameter value 
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 13.8 
Poisson’s ratio,ν  0.22 
Undrained Poisson’s ratio, uν  0.46 
Solid bulk Modulus, sK (GPa) 241.6 
Fluid bulk Modulus, fK (GPa) 2.5 
Skempton’s coefficient, B 0.915 
Fluid diffusivity, fc (m2/s) 4.5×10-6 
Fluid viscosity, fµ (Pa·s) 3.0×10-4 
Rock thermal expansion coefficient, sβ [m/(m·°C)] 1.8×10-5 
Rock thermal conductivity, Tκ  [W/(m·K)) 3.2 
Rock thermal diffusivity, Tc (m2/s) 1.6×10-6 
Rock heat capacity, rc  (J/kg·K) 770 
Water heat capacity, wc  (J/kg·K) 4200 
Rock permeability,κ (m2) 1.0×10-19 
Rock density, rρ  (kg/m3) 2600 
Water density, wρ  (kg/m3) 1000 
Biot’s coefficient,α  0.966 
Porosity,φ  0.10 
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Table 7.3 The poro-thermoelastic parameters of Westerly granite rock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2 and 7.3 show total induced pore pressure variations as a function of 
time in Haynesville shale and Westerly granite rock. In shale, the fracture continuously 
grows until 30 days and more; but in granite rock, the fracture stops growing at 20 days. 
This is because the stress intensity factor at the tip in shale is higher than it is in granite 
so that the thermo-hydraulically induced fracture can grow farther into the formation 
under the same amount of the injecting pressure. Also, we can consider the magnitude of 
fracture toughness ( IcK ) of both rocks. It is material properties obtained from the 
Parameter value 
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 37.5 
Poisson’s ratio,ν  0.25 
Undrained Poisson’s ratio, uν  0.33 
Solid bulk Modulus, sK (GPa) 45 
Fluid bulk Modulus, fK (GPa) 2.5 
Skempton’s coefficient, B 0.85 
Fluid diffusivity, fc (m2/s) 6.16×10-5 
Fluid viscosity, fµ (Pa·s) 3.547×10-4 
Rock thermal expansion coefficient, sβ [m/(m·°C)] 2.4×10-5 
Rock thermal conductivity, Tκ  [W/(m·K)] 10.7 
Rock thermal diffusivity, Tc (m2/s) 5.1×10-6 
Rock heat capacity, rc  (J/kg·K) 790 
Water heat capacity, wc  (J/kg·K) 4200 
Rock permeability,κ (m2) 4.0×10-19 
Rock density, rρ  (kg/m3) 2650 
Water density, wρ  (kg/m3) 1000 
Biot’s coefficient,α  0.444 
Porosity,φ  0.01 
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experimental work. In this case, in shale, IcK  is 1.65MPa√m (Abbas et al. 2013), but in 
granite it is 1.9MPa√m (McKinney et al. 2008). So in the granite, we have to use more 
injecting pressure than in shale for the crack to extend enough to raise the productivity of 
the reservoir.  
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show vertical stress ( yyσ ) variations as a function of time in 
the Haynesville shale and Westerly granite rock. The numerical results indicate that the 
vertical stress contour has the same configuration in both cases, which means the stress 
is not dependent on material properties, but on the magnitude of fluid pressure once the 
fracture starts to propagate.  
The examples of secondary thermo-hydraulic multiple fracture propagation in 
Haynesville shale and Westerly granite rock are plotted in Figure 7.6 and 7.7. The results 
show that the secondary fractures in Haynesville can also extend to farther distances than 
in granite under the same reservoir conditions. This indicates that the multiple fracture 
growth behavior in shale and granite is entirely consistent with the previous examples.  
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                           (a) 1 day                                                          (b) 10 days  
 
       
 
                           (c) 20 days                                                      (d) 30 days  
 
 
Figure 7.2 Pore pressure variations (MPa) as a function of time (a) 1 day (b) 10 
days (c) 20 days and (d) 30 days in Haynesville shale formation  
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                           (a) 1 day                                                          (b) 10 days  
 
 
 
                           (c) 20 days                                                       
 
 
Figure 7.3 Pore pressure variations (MPa) as a function of time (a) 1 day (b) 10 
days and (c) 20 days in Westerly granite rock formation 
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                           (a) 1 day                                                          (b) 10 days  
 
      
 
                           (c) 20 days                                                      (d) 30 days  
 
 
 
Figure 7.4 Vertical stress ( yyσ ) variations (MPa) as a function of time (a) 1 day (b) 
10 days (c) 20 days and (d) 30 days in Haynesville shale formation  
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                           (a) 1 day                                                          (b) 10 days  
 
 
 
                           (c) 20 days                                                       
 
 
Figure 7.5 Vertical stress ( yyσ ) variations (MPa) as a function of time (a) 1 day (b) 
10 days and (c) 20 days in Westerly granite rock formation  
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                           (a) 1 month                                                     (b) 10 month  
 
       
 
                           (c) 20 month                                                   (d) 30 month  
 
 
 
Figure 7.6 Pore pressure distribution (MPa) during the secondary thermo- 
hydraulic induced multiple fracture propagation in Haynesville shale formation  
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                           (a) 1 month                                                     (b) 10 month  
 
  
 
                           (c) 20 month                 
                                      
Figure 7.7 Pore pressure distribution (MPa) during the secondary thermo-
hydraulic induced multiple fracture propagation in Westerly granite rock 
formation  
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 
This work developed a numerical fracture propagation model in response to fully 
coupled thermo-poroelastic effect using the boundary element method. This model is 
based on the linear coupled theory of poroelasticity and thermoelasticity. The 
displacement discontinuity method and the fictitious stress method were used to solve 
single/multiple fractures as well as borehole problems. The influence of pore pressure 
and temperature variations on the fracture propagation length and orientation as well as 
stress and pore pressure distribution near hydraulically/thermally induced fractures was 
investigated in isotropic and homogeneous rock formations with a plane strain 
assumption.  
First of all, we showed the general poroelastic and thermo-poroelastic response 
of a stationary crack in rock to demonstrate their effects on total stress and pore pressure 
variations near the crack region. We also analyzed the impact of the pore fluid diffusion 
on the transient crack aperture and evaluated the evolution of the stress intensity factor 
between two limiting poroelastic behaviors (drained and undrained conditions). In 
addition, we also examined the influence of heat diffusion on the stress and pore 
pressure variations near the single crack.  
Second, the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory was introduced to 
study the general nature of the stress intensity at the crack tip under mixed-mode 
conditions. The stress intensity factor was evaluated at the crack tip in terms of the 
displacement discontinuities formulation. Numerical examples of pressurized crack 
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propagation in elastic rock were studied. The results show that if a higher fluid pressure 
is injecting into the crack under biaxial in-situ stresses, it makes the crack less oriented 
to the maximum in-situ stress direction. Also the pressurized crack propagates with rapid 
reorientation under larger in-situ stress anisotropy.  
Third, in poroelastic fracture propagation analysis, we reviewed an analytical 
approach to observe insight into the nature of the pore pressure field in the vicinity of 
hydraulic fractures. Then fracture tip stress analysis was examined to consider the stress 
and pore pressure distribution around the crack tip between drained and undrained 
conditions. we also simulated poroelastic fracture propagation examples to investigate 
the influence of pore pressure on the crack extension path. Results indicate that in very 
fast crack growth regimes, the effect of pore fluid diffusion on the crack growth path is 
negligible because of the high crack propagation velocity. However, in very slow 
regimes, the pore fluid diffusion effect is significant in that it changes the local stress 
state around the crack tip, which makes the crack grow to different orientation. 
Fourth, we studied thermal fracture propagation induced by temperature 
differences between reservoir rock and wellbores/fractures. The thermal stress and 
temperature variations during cooling were analytically derived, and numerical examples 
were verified with an analytical solution. The example of a uniformly cooled crack was 
simulated to capture the thermally induced stresses and temperature variations as a 
function of time. Results demonstrate that thermoelastic stress along the tangential 
direction creates a zone of high tensile stress around the fracture, and thermal fracturing 
can occur as long as the sum of the total stresses exceeds the tensile strength of the rock.  
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In addition, we simulated the propagation of a single fracture to find the impact 
of cooling on fracture orientation and its length. Results show that cooling enhances 
deeper penetration of thermal fractures but it may not be involved in the orientation 
change of those fractures. We also considered propagation of multiple main and 
secondary thermal fractures. The numerical results imply that faster cooling induces 
zones of higher tensile stress which tend to produce larger driving forces to make the 
secondary fractures penetrate deeper into the reservoir. Then we repeated this example 
considering the initial pore pressure to capture the influence of pore pressure on the 
fracture propagation and interaction between fractures. Results show that the fracture is 
more rapidly deviated when the initial pore pressure is higher because of the total 
induced pore pressure around the fractures.  
Last, we simulated thermo-hydraulic induced fracture propagation in the 
Haynesville shale and compared it with the results in Westerly granite rock to observe 
the distinct aspects of the shale fracturing under thermo-poroelastic effect. Results show 
that the thermo-hydraulically induced fracture grows farther in the Haynesville shale 
formation because the stress intensity factor at the tip in shale is higher than it is in 
granite under the same amount of injecting pressure.  
For the recommendations, in this dissertation, we only considered single-phase 
flow models with isotropic and homogeneous rock properties. Therefore, the following 
studies are recommended for future work. Rock anisotropy and inhomogeneity would be 
better for the practical behavior of fracture propagation in rock. Also multi-phase flow 
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with a coupled geomechanical reservoir simulator would be more realistic for real-scale 
reservoir characterization and stimulation.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
THE ELASTIC CRACK TIP DISPLACEMENT DISCONTINUITY ELEMENT 
FORMULATION 
 
 
The arbitrary shape of differential displacement discontinuity element is depicted 
in Figure A.1. The total length of the element is 2 a  and the differential element has 
normal and shear differential displacement discontinuities, ( )xD ξ  and ( )yD ξ , 
respectively.  
2a
ξ
( )i iD D ξ=
x
y
2dξ
 
Figure A.1 The arbitrary shape of differential displacement discontinuity element   
 
 
From the differential point of view, we can obtain a differential element 
formulation by modifying the shape function of the constant displacement discontinuity 
formulation (Crouch 1976; Yan 2004).  
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For the displacements: 
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
3 5 2 4
2 4 3 5
( ) 2(1 ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) (1 2 ) ( , , ) ( , , )
( ) (1 2 ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) 2(1 ) ( , , ) ( , , )
x x y
y x y
du D V x y yV x y D V x y yV x y
du D V x y yV x y D V x y yV x y
ξ ν ξ ξ ξ ν ξ ξ
ξ ν ξ ξ ξ ν ξ ξ
= − − + − − −
= − − + − −
 .............................................................................................................................. (A.1) 
For the stresses: 
[ ]
[ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
4 6
5 7
6 5 7
5 7 6
2 ( ) 2 ( , , ) ( , , )
2 ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )
2 ( ) ( , , ) 2 ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )
2 ( ) ( , , ) ( , , ) 2 ( ) ( , , )
xx x
y
yy x y
xy x y
d GD V x y yV x y
GD V x y yV x y
d GD yV x y GD V x y yV x y
d GD V x y yV x y GD yV x y
σ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ
σ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
σ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
= + +
− +
= − + − −
= − + + −
 .................. (A.2) 
where functions ( , , )iV x y ξ  in these equations are given by 
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
( )
2 2 2
3 2 2
4 22 2
2 2
5 22 2
3 2
6 3 32 22 2
2
7
1( , , )
4 (1 )
1( , , )
4 (1 )
2( , , )
4 (1 )
1( , , )
4 (1 )
32( , , )
4 (1 )
32( , , )
4 (1 )
xV x y
x y
yV x y
x y
y xV x y
x y
x y
V x y
x y
x x y
V x y
x y x y
xyV x y
x
ξξ
pi ν ξ
ξ
pi ν ξ
ξξ
pi ν ξ
ξξ
pi ν ξ
ξ ξξ
pi ν ξ ξ
ξξ
pi ν
−
= −
−
− +
= −
−
− +
−
=
−
− +
− −
=
−
− +
 
− − 
= − 
−  
− + − +
 
−
=
−
−( ){ } ( ){ }
2
3 32 22 2
y
y x yξ ξ
 
 
− 
 + − +
 
 ................................... (A.3) 
Then integrating the above differential formulation over the element with length 
2 a  yields 
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( , ) ( ) ( , , ) ( 2,3,..., 7; 1, 2)aij j i
a
U x y D V x y d i jξ ξ ξ
−
= = =∫  ......................................... (A.4) 
Then the displacements and stresses at any random point in the body can be 
formulated as  
[ ]
[ ]
3 5 2 4
2 4 3 5
2(1 ) ( , ) ( , ) (1 2 ) ( , ) ( , )
(1 2 ) ( , ) ( , ) 2(1 ) ( , ) ( , )
x x x y y
y x x y y
u U x y yU x y U x y yU x y
u U x y yU x y U x y yU x y
ν ν
ν ν
 = − − + − − − 
 = − − + − − 
 ................ (A.5) 
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
4 6 5 7
6 5 7
5 7 6
2 2 ( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )
2 ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )
2 ( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )
xx x x y y
yy x y y
xy x x y
G U x y yU x y G U x y yU x y
G yU x y G U x y yU x y
G U x y yU x y G yU x y
σ
σ
σ
 = + + − + 
 = − + − − 
 = − + + − 
 ......................... (A.6) 
These formulae are the fundamental ones required to set up the crack tip element 
implementation.  
 
The special crack tip displacement discontinuity element at the left tip of the 
crack is depicted in Figure A.2. The displacement discontinuity functions at the left tip 
are expressed in terms of constant displacement discontinuity ( iH ) (Yan 2004): 
0.5
0.5
x s
y n
aD H
a
aD H
a
ξ
ξ
+ 
=  
 
+ 
=  
 
 ................................................................................................ (A.7) 
where sH  and nH  are the tangential and normal displacement discontinuities at the 
center of the special crack tip element, respectively. 
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ξ
0.5
i i
aD H
a
ξ+ 
=  
 
 
Figure A.2 The special elastic DD element shape at the left crack tip (Yan 2004) 
 
 
Substituting Eq. A.7 into A.4, the formulation is  
 
0.5
( , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( 2,3,...,7; 1, 2)aij j i j i
a
aU x y H V x y d H B x y i j
a
ξ ξ ξ
−
+ 
= = = = 
 
∫  .......... (A.8) 
where functions ( , , )iV x y ξ  in these equations are given by 
0.5
( , ) ( , , ) ( 2,3,...,7)ai i
a
aB x y V x y d i
a
ξ ξ ξ
−
+ 
= = 
 
∫  ................................................. (A.9) 
Substituting Eq. A.8 into A.5 and A.6, the formulation is  
 
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
3 5 2 4
2 4 3 5
2(1 ) ( , ) ( , ) (1 2 ) ( , ) ( , )
(1 2 ) ( , ) ( , ) 2(1 ) ( , ) ( , )
x s n
y s n
u H B x y yB x y H B x y yB x y
u H B x y yB x y H B x y yB x y
ν ν
ν ν
= − − + − − −
= − − + − −
 ................ (A.10) 
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[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
4 6 5 7
6 5 7
5 7 6
2 2 ( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )
2 ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )
2 ( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )
xx s n
yy s n
xy s n
GH B x y yB x y GH B x y yB x y
GH yB x y GH B x y yB x y
GH B x y yB x y GH yB x y
σ
σ
σ
= + + − +
= − + − −
= − + + −
 .......................... (A.11) 
The shape function of ( 2,3,...,7)iB i = can be calculated as followings (Yan 
2004). 
 
 
(1) For an arbitrary point in the domain ( , )( 0)P x y y ≠  
 
( , )iB x y functions are solved by Gauss numerical integration.  
 
atξ =
 .................................................................................................................... (A.12) 
Then, 
1/2
1 1/2
1
( , ) ( , , ) ( , , )(1 ) ( 2,3,..., 7)
a
i i i
a
aB x y V x y d a V x y at t dt i
a
ξ ξ ξ
−
−
+ 
= = + = 
 
∫ ∫  ......... (A.13) 
Therefore, ( , )iB x y can be given as 
 
1/2( , ) ( , , )(1 ) ( 2,3,...,7)i i j j j
j
B x y a V x y a w iζ ζ= + =∑  ............................................. (A.14) 
where jζ and jw are the Gaussian point coordinates and corresponding weight factors, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
(2) For an arbitrary point in the domain ( , )( 0)P x y y =  
( , )iB x y functions are solved analytically.  
 
 
For x a> − , 
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2
4
5
6 2 2 2 1.5
7
1 2( ,0) 2 2 ln
4 (1 ) 2
( ,0) 0
1 2 1 2( ,0) ln
4 (1 ) 2 ( ) 2
1 2 2 1 2( ,0) ln
4 (1 ) ( ) 2( ) 4 ( ) 2
( ,0) 0
x a x a aB x
a x a a
B x
x a aB x
x a a x a x a a
x a aB x
x a x a a x a x a a
B x
pi ν
pi ν
pi ν
 + + + 
= − − + 
− + −  
=
 + + 
= − 
− − + + −  
 + + 
= − − 
− − − + + −  
=
 ........ (A.15) 
For x a< − , define r x a= −  
 
 
2
4
5
6 2 1.5
7
1 2( ,0) 2 2 2 arctan
4 (1 )
( ,0) 0
1 2 1 2( ,0) arctan
4 (1 ) 2
1 2 2 1 2( ,0) arctan
4 (1 ) ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 2
( ,0) 0
r aB x
a r
B x
aB x
r a rar
aB x
r a r r a rar
B x
pi ν
pi ν
pi ν
  
= − − + 
−   
=
  
= − + 
− +  
  
= − − 
− + +  
=
 ........................ (A.16) 
 
 
(3) For an arbitrary point in the domain ( , )( 0)P x y y = , the 
3( , 0)B x function is solved analytically.  
 
 
3
0
1( ,0) , 0 ,
4(1 )
1
, 0 ,
4(1 )
x a
B x y x a
y x a
ν
ν
+
−

 >

= = <
−

− = <
−
 ....................................................................... (A.17) 
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(4) For a point in the domain (0,0)P  
 
2
3
4
5
2
6
7
1 1 2(0,0) 2 2 ln
4 (1 ) 1 2
1
, 0
4(1 )(0,0)
1
, 0
4(1 )
(0,0) 0
1 1 1 2(0,0) 2 ln
24 (1 ) 1 2
1 3 2 1 1 2(0,0) ln
2 44 (1 ) 1 2
(0,0) 0
B
y
B
y
B
B a
B a
B
pi ν
ν
ν
pi ν
pi ν
+
−
 + 
= − − + 
−
−  

=
−
= 

− =

−
=
 + 
= − − 
−
−  
 + 
= − − 
−
−  
=
 ..................................................... (A.18) 
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APPENDIX B 
 
THE POROELASTIC CRACK TIP DISPLACEMENT DISCONTINUITY ELEMENT 
FORMULATION 
 
The fundamental solution for induced stresses in poroelastic media with constant 
displacement discontinuities on the fracture segments can be written as (Carvalho 1990): 
 
( ) ( ){ ( )
( )
( ) ( )
2 2
2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2
2
2
2
2 2
4
1 31 1 2 1
2 (1 ) 1
91 1 8 1 4
1
2 61 1 5 2 1
1
8
u
ijkn in jk ik jn
u
u
ij kn
u
u
ij k n kn i j
u
i j k n
G
e e
r
e e e
x x x x e e e
r
x x x x
r
ζ ζ
ζ ζ ζ
ζ ζ ζ
ν ν
σ δ δ δ δ
pi ν ν ζ
ν νδ δ ζ
ν ζ
ν νδ δ ζ
ν ζ
− −
− − −
− − −

−  
= + + + −   
− −   

−  
− + + − − +   
−   

−  
+ + + + + − −   
−   
− ( )2 2 22231 1 2 11 2u u e e eζ ζ ζ
ν ν ζ
ν ζ
− − −
  − 
+ + − − +   
−   
 ..... (B.1) 
where 2 2 2r x y= + , and 
2
2
4 f
r
c t
ζ = .  
This equation basically contains both elastic and poroelastic parts. The basic 
concept is simple. The elastic part has already been developed in Appendix A. So what 
we need to do is just adding poroelastic part into the elastic one.  
From the differential point of view, we can obtain a differential poroelastic 
element formulation by modifying Eq. A.2 in Appendix A.  
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[ ]{ }
[ ]{ }
poro
4 6
5 7
poro
6
5 7
poro
5 7
( ) 4 ( , , ) 2 ( , , )
( ) 2 ( , , ) 2 ( , , )
( ) 2 ( , , )
( ) 2 ( , , ) 2 ( , , )
( ) 2 ( , , ) 2 ( , ,
ds
xx x xx
dn
y xx
ds
yy x yy
dn
y yy
xy x
d D GV x y GyV x y d
D GV x y GyV x y d
d D GyV x y d
D GV x y GyV x y d
d D GV x y GyV x y
σ ξ ξ ξ σ
ξ ξ ξ σ
σ ξ ξ σ
ξ ξ ξ σ
σ ξ ξ
= + + +
− + +
 = − + + 
 − − + 
= − +
6
)
( ) 2 ( , , )
ds
xy
dn
y xy
d
D GyV x y d
ξ σ
ξ ξ σ
 + + 
 − + 
 ..................................... (B.2) 
where the poroelastic stress components in these equations are given by 
For stress ( xxdσ ) due to continuous shear displacement discontinuity source: 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
2
2
2
2 2
3 3
2 2 2 222 22 22 2
3
2
2 22 2 2
1
2 (1 ) 1
12 24 5 81 2
4
ds u
xx
u
Gd
x y
x y x y x y x ye
e
x y x yx y x y
x y x y
e
x y x y
ζ
ζ
ζ
ν ν
σ
pi ν ν ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ζξ ξξ ξ
ξ ξ ζξ ξ
−
−
−
 
−
= × 
− −
− + 
   
− − − −
−   
− + + − +   
− + − +   − + − +
   
 
− −  
−  
− + − + 
  
 
 .............................................................................................................................. (B.3) 
 
For stress ( xxdσ ) due to continuous normal displacement discontinuity source: 
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
2
2 2
2 2
2 2 22 2 2
2
2 2 222 2 22 2 2
1
2 (1 ) 1
24 8 413 2 1
dn u
xx
u
Gd
x y
x y x y x ye
e e
x y x y x y
ζ
ζ ζ
ν ν
σ
pi ν ν ξ
ξ ξ ξ ζζξ ξ ξ
−
− −
 
−
= × 
− −
− + 
    
− − −
−    
− + + − −    
   − + − + − + 
    
 
 .............................................................................................................................. (B.4) 
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For stress ( yydσ ) due to continuous shear displacement discontinuity source: 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
2
2
2
2 2
3 3
2 2 2 222 22 22 2
3
2
2 22 2 2
1
2 (1 ) 1
12 24 5 81 2
4
ds u
yy
u
Gd
x y
x y x y x y x ye
e
x y x yx y x y
x y x y
e
x y x y
ζ
ζ
ζ
ν ν
σ
pi ν ν ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ζξ ξξ ξ
ξ ξ ζξ ξ
−
−
−
 
−
= × 
− −
− + 
   
− − − −
−   
− + + − +   
− + − +   − + − +
   
 
− −  
−  
− + − + 
  
 
 .............................................................................................................................. (B.5) 
 
For stress ( yydσ ) due to continuous normal displacement discontinuity source: 
( )
( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ){ }
2
2
2
2 2
2 4 2 4
2 2 2 222 22 22 2
2 4
2
2 22 2 2
1
2 (1 ) 1
24 24 1 10 83 2 2
24 1
dn u
yy
u
Gd
x y
y y e y y
e
x y x yx y x y
y y
e
x y x y
ζ
ζ
ζ
ν ν
σ
pi ν ν ξ
ζξ ξξ ξ
ζξ ξ
−
−
−
 
−
= × 
− −
− + 
   
−   
− − + − + +   
− + − +   − + − +
   
 
 
− +  
− + − + 
  
 
 .............................................................................................................................. (B.6) 
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For stress ( xydσ ) due to continuous shear displacement discontinuity source: 
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
2
2 2
2 2
2 2 22 2 2
2
2 2 222 2 22 2 2
1
2 (1 ) 1
24 8 413 2 1
ds u
xy
u
Gd
x y
x y x y x ye
e e
x y x y x y
ζ
ζ ζ
ν ν
σ
pi ν ν ξ
ξ ξ ξ ζζξ ξ ξ
−
− −
 
−
= × 
− −
− + 
    
− − −
−    
− + + − −    
   − + − + − + 
    
 
 .............................................................................................................................. (B.7) 
 
For stress ( xydσ ) due to continuous normal displacement discontinuity source: 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
2
2
2
2 2
3 3
2 2 2 222 22 22 2
3
2
2 22 2 2
1
2 (1 ) 1
12 24 5 81 2
4
dn u
xy
u
Gd
x y
x y x y x y x ye
e
x y x yx y x y
x y x y
e
x y x y
ζ
ζ
ζ
ν ν
σ
pi ν ν ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ζξ ξξ ξ
ξ ξ ζξ ξ
−
−
−
 
−
= × 
− −
− + 
   
− − − −
−   
− + + − +   
− + − +   − + − +
   
 
− −  
−  
− + − + 
  
 
 .............................................................................................................................. (B.8) 
where 
2 2
2 ( )
4 f
x y
c t
ξζ − += , fc is fluid diffusivity, and t  is time. 
 
The shape function of poro( , )iB x y can be calculated as followings 
(1) For an arbitrary point in the domain ( , )( 0)P x y y ≠  
 
poro( , )iB x y functions are solved by Gauss numerical integration.  
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atξ =
 .................................................................................................................... (B.9) 
Then, 
1/2
poro poro
1 poro 1/2
1
( , ) ( , , ) ( , 1,2)
( , , ) (1 ) ( , 1, 2)
a
ij ij
a
ij
aB x y x y d i j
a
a x y at t dt i j
ξ
σ ξ ξ
σ
−
−
+ 
= = 
 
= + =
∫
∫
............................................ (B.10) 
Therefore, poro( , )iB x y can be given as 
 
poro 1/2( , ) ( , , ) (1 )i ij j j j
j
B x y a x y a wσ ζ ζ= +∑  ............................................................. (B.11) 
where jζ and jw are the Gaussian point coordinates and corresponding weight factors, 
respectively. 
 
 
(2) For an arbitrary point in the domain ( , )( 0)P x y y =  
poro( , )iB x y functions are solved by Gauss numerical integration.  
 
But poro( , , )ij x yσ ξ functions are taken by limitation 0y →  before taking Gauss 
numerical integration.  
 
0
lim ( , )iy x yσ→  ........................................................................................................... (B.12) 
(3) For an arbitrary point in the domain ( , )( 0)P x y y = ,  
poro( , )iB x y functions are solved by Gauss numerical integration.  
But poro( , , )ij x yσ ξ functions are taken by limitation , 0x y → before taking Gauss 
numerical integration.  
 
, 0
lim ( , )i
x y
x yσ
→
 .......................................................................................................... (B.13) 
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APPENDIX C 
TIME-MARCHING SCHEME USED FOR THERMO-POROELASTIC 
FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION FOR A NON-STATIONARY CRACK 
(PROPAGATION) 
 
The time-marching scheme for crack propagation is more complicated than that 
for the stationary crack problem because we have to not only keep track of the variations 
of temperature and pore pressure changing in time but also take into account the updated 
new elements as the crack propagates.  
In this section, we first present basic steps for crack growth simulation within the 
scope of linear elastic fracture mechanics in detail. Then we describe how to keep track 
of the variations of stresses, temperature, and pore pressure in time during multi-stage 
fracture propagation.   
The numerical analysis of crack propagation is generally based upon incremental 
extensions of the crack. In this work, we assumed the crack extension path is determined 
by the stress intensity factor, which must be calculated in each time step, and the 
maximum number of crack growth iterations in one time step is 3.  
Crack propagation simulation involves for which the following procedures must 
be performed step by step: 
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1. Thermo-poroelastic boundary element analysis 
2. Computation of stress intensity factors at the crack tip  
3. Determination of crack growth direction ( cθ ) 
4. Determination of crack growth extension ( a∆ ) 
5. Determination of new crack tip coordinate, and updating boundary condition 
6. Back to step 1 
 
The first and second steps have already been discussed in detail in previous 
sections. The third step is based on the maximum principal stress criterion using Eq. C.1 
described in section 4.5.  
2
I I
II
II II
12arctan sgn( ) 8
4c
K KK
K K
θ
   
= − +    
 ........................................................... (C.1) 
For the fourth step, we assume the increment ( a∆ ) of new crack do not change 
with time, keeping constant size as a size of the previous crack segments. The position of 
the corresponding point 'l in the new crack tip can be obtained from the position of point 
l in the previous tip as (Figure C.1): 
[ ]' cos( ),sin( )l l c ca θ θ= + ∆r r  .......................................................................... (C.2) 
where 'lr  and lr are the position vectors of point 'l and l respectively. 
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Once the new crack front position is determined, new elements are added, 
connecting the new crack front to the previous element as long as crack extension 
criterion is met. 
 After that, the boundary conditions of this model need to be updated in order 
that new boundary conditions are applied at the crack faces. 
 
X
Y
 old crack tip  r
l 
(x,y)
   
new crack tip r
l' 
(x',y')
θc  
 
Figure C.1 Discrete representation of extended crack segments  
 
 
Figure C.2 shows a connected set of straight-line segments. As mentioned, in this 
case, the maximum number of crack growth iterations in one time step is 3.  
The normal and shear displacement discontinuities, fluid flux, and heat flux on 
the N  number of fracture segments are known at time nt , and we assume the crack can 
start to propagate from one end of those segments at 1nt + . In this case, the solution 
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matrix before the fracture propagation at nt  is shown in Eq. C.3. (Temperature and heat 
flux can be calculated independently) As shown, the solution matrix consists of a system 
of 3 N linear equations.  
 
111 11 11 1 1 1
111 11 11 1 1 1
111 11 11 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
N N N
n
N N N
s
N N N
f
NN N N NN NN NN
n
NN N N NN NN NN
s
NN N N NN NN NN
f
DA B C A B C
DE F G E F G
qK L M K L M
DA B C A B C
DE F G E F G
qK L M K L M
   ∆  
   ∆  
  
∆  
  
  
  ∆ 
 
∆ 
 
   ∆   
⋯
⋯
⋯
⋮⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
⋯
⋯
⋯
1
1
1
n
s
N
n
N
s
N
p
p
σ
σ
σ
σ
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
=  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
⋮
 .................................. (C.3) 
 
However, once the crack starts to propagate, the influences of the singular 
sources on the newly updated element (shown in Figure C.2) should be taken into 
consideration in the system to calculate its influence coefficients to other elements as 
well as the induced stresses and the pore pressure near the element as the new boundary 
conditions.   
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Add
new element (N+3) 
at tn+1  
existing elements (N) 
at tn  
 
 
Figure C.2 A schematic illustration of an evolution of a crack geometry  
 
 
 
 
Therefore, the newly updated solution matrix for the crack propagation at time 
1nt +  is shown in Eq. C.4.    
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1( 3) 1( 3) 1( 3)11 11 11 1 1 1
1( 3) 1( 3) 1( 3)11 11 11 1 1 1
1( 3) 1( 3) 1( 3)11 11 11 1 1 1
( 3) ( 3) ( 3)1 1 1
( 3) (1 1 1
N N NN N N
N N NN N N
N N NN N N
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1
1
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n
s
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N
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N
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N
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D
q
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D
q
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D
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+
+
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  
∆  
  
  ∆ 
  
  
  ∆  
  
∆  
  
 ∆
 
 ∆
 
 ∆ 
   ∆  
⋮
⋯
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porothermo
1 1
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3 3
porothermo
3 3
porothermo
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( )
( )
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σ σ
σ σ
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
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=
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
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
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
 + ∆
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
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

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 .............................................................................................................................. (C.4) 
 
Then for the newly updated boundary conditions, we do not consider subtracting 
all previous influences from known boundary conditions at the previous time step 
because the boundary conditions should be kept during the fracture propagation. Thus 
only thermally or poro-thermally induced stresses are applied as surface tractions on the 
fracture surface to simulate crack propagation using the stress superposition principle.  
 
For example, for the normal stress, 
1 1 1 1
porothermo
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
N N N Nij j ij j ij j ij j
n s f f
j j j j
i i
n n
A t D B t D C t q T t h
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξτ τ τ τ
σ ξ σ
= = = =
− ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ =
+ ∆
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
 ............. (C.5) 
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For the shear stress, 
1 1 1 1
porothermo
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
N N N Nij j ij j ij j ij j
n s f f
j j j j
i i
s s
E t D F t D G t q T t h
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξτ τ τ τ
σ ξ σ
= = = =
− ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ =
+ ∆
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
 ............ (C.6) 
 
For the pore pressure, 
1 1 1 1
porothermo
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
N N N Nij j ij j ij j ij j
n s f f
j j j j
i i
K t D L t D M t q T t h
p p
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξτ τ τ τ
ξ
= = = =
− ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ =
+ ∆
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
 ........... (C.7) 
 
Then the increment of normal displacement discontinuity (
j
nD
ξ
∆ ), shear 
displacement discontinuity (
j
sD
ξ
∆ ), fluid flux (
j
fq
ξ
∆ ) and heat flux (
j
fh
ξ
∆ ) at time t  can 
be determined from the previous sets of the algebraic equations shown in Eq. C.5 to C.7.  
Once we solve this linear algebraic equation, 
j
nD
ξ
∆ ,
j
sD
ξ
∆ ,
j
fq
ξ
∆ , and 
j
fh
ξ
∆ should 
be changed to full loads to escape the influences from the previous time step. 
 
0 0 0 0
; ; ;
j jh j jh j jh j jh
fn n s s f f f
h h h h
D D D D q q h h
ξ ξ ξ ξ
= = = =
= ∆ = ∆ = ∆ = ∆∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  ..................................... (C.8) 
 
As a consequence, the total induced stress, pore pressure, and temperature on the 
i element at time t  can be obtained in terms of the full loads. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
FLOW CHART FOR THE FRACTURE PROPAGATION ITERATIONS 
 
 
 
Read input data
(coordinates, initial 
boundary conditions)
START
Calculate initial boundary 
tractions
(stresses,pore pressure, 
temperature)
Calculate field points 
coordinate 
Iteration step 
starts
Calculate influence 
coefficient/Add induced 
variables to initial B.C
Solve for
 
Calculate 
stress intensity factor 
Calculate
thermal influence 
coefficient/
solve for 
END
No
Update new fracture 
geometry/boundary 
tractions
Yes
Next iteration
field points 
calculation
 Iter>Maxiter
Check 
propagation
Yes
No
 
 
